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 FROM THE DESK OF THE EDITOR

T he World Memon Organization, right from its inception,  is aiming at up-liftment of  socio-economic 
condition of  the society in general and Memon Community in particular. Its main object is to 
provide better life, education and social environment so as to maintain the dignified and respectable 

standard of  life of  the needy and less privilege class of  the Memon community.
Growing awareness among masses for better life, education and environment has put more onus on WMO 

To meet this challenge, WMO will have still more challenging and bigger role to play.   
The basic purpose for which WMO is formed is to promote, encourage and enhance in providing qual-

ity rehabilitation, strengthen financial capabilities,  prestigious education to the needy youth of  the Memon 
Community.   

At WMO, we all believe in the slogan, “My piece of  bread only belongs to me when I know that every one 
else has a share, and that no one starves while I eat”  How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single mo-
ment before starting to improve the world. 

Social welfare is as old as humanity itself. In fact, it is a religion of  humanity. Helping the needy and the 
persons in distress has been in existence practically in all the civilised communities from times immemorial.

The meaning and scope of  social welfare vary from country to country reflecting the historical develop-
ment and evolution, administrative organization and structure, etc. It signifies the attempts made by the gov-
ernment and voluntary organizations to provide succour to less privileged class including education, health 
and housing facilities. help families and individuals by furthering adequate housing and community develop-
ment.  The objective is to help the needy persons in maintaining the minimum standard of  life by providing 
essential amenities of  life so that they become self  dependant in the near future.  

In this fast changing world, maintaining continuity among successive generation is becoming more and 
more challenging; and in view of  the far rapid changes taking place in many walks of  life, the generation 
gaps are becoming wider. 

The youth are the hope of  the mankind for the future. So as to save the young and coming generations 
from the menace of  generation gap, before it is too late  and to enable them to develop eye to  eye contact 
with the superior class, we need to focus on their physical and mental development and greater emphasis 
towards orientation with information technology. In their growth and development, lies the overall achieve-
ment in the progress of  humanity.

It is an ideal situation when all the ambitions and aspirations could be converted into reality for all living 
beings.  But there are gaps; lapses; and they are bound to further crop in because of  the man-made barriers. 
Under the prevailing circumstances, a pragmatic approach is need of  the hour and will give platform to the 
modern youth.

The human factor compels us to opt for a participative approach. The modern youth’s comprehension is 
more; they are willing to listen to us if  there is no bluff; they are prepared to accept if  it is explained to them 
logically:  they are ready  to work if  that would lead to the realization of  their aspirations.  But the ideas, 
however they may appear good from the point of  view of  elders, could not be thrust upon them.  Taking the 
modern youth for granted would only make the autocratically drawn plans mere exercises in futility.

Young people should be at the forefront, well aware of  global change and innovation. Empowered they 
can be key agents for development and peace.  If, however, they are left on society’s margins, all of  us will be 
impoverished.  

While the fantastic phenomenal developments in information technology and communication have worked 
towards converting the world into a global village, the spirit of citizen of the world has not even found entry in the 
minds of various people of the world.  Human mobility is found essential but unpleasant at times.  

WMO’s efforts should be such so that every grieved and deserving individual of  Memon Community, can 
find a silver lining for changing their life and make their dream come true by availing helping hand of  World 
Memon Organization.  

Let us ensure that all young people have every opportunity to participate fully in the growth and enrich-
ment of  quality of  the lives of  the society in general and community in particular.  However, it is unfortunate 
that everyone thinks of  changing the world, but no one thinks of  changing himself.     

Pir Muhammad A. Kaliya 
Chief  Editor
Memon Alam

WMO In The 
Changing World
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 WMO PC

A t a time when resources are lim-
ited and the challenges facing the 
planet seem monumental, the only 

way forward for development is to look at 
the world from a different perspective. 

Just how far are we prepared to go in 
the search for a new and efficient future 
for development? From a macro level, the 
implications of  a changing world need flex-
ible thinking. 

The landscape of  the charity/welfare 
sector has changed significantly and many 
charity organizations have closed, ended 
programmes or made staff  redundant after 
losing statutory funding. Others, however, 
are gearing up for a bigger role in public 
service delivery and the devolution of  power 

to community organisations. The plight of  
many charities faced with funding cuts is 
sympathetic.

In the current world economy, we do 
understand the frustration, anxiety and 
insecurity in the sector. But charities have 
got to think beyond the short-term horizon 
of  public money, because we are moving 
into a world where there is less of  it around. 
They’ve got to come to terms with this. The 
grant that perhaps they’ve come to rely on 
from the local authority is now vulnerable 
or gone and they have to think about what 
they do and why they exist - and, of  course, 
that is extremely uncomfortable for a lot of  
organisations in the short term. “Things are 
very painful, and we do need to prepare the 

ground for changing the fundamentals of  
the sector and live to a long term strategy 
for the benefits of  our community.. 

All the rational and logical thoughts end 
to a point of  Education, which is considered 
as the rolling stone for bringing a dynamic 
change in the society and the community. 
It is a kind of  revolution which has better 
prospects and WMO, very rightly has up-
held the responsibility in providing financial 
assistance to its community members for 
getting quality education. 

The importance of  education is most 
evident as a means to alleviate poverty and 
engineering social changes.  With quality 
education, each and every individual will 
be empowered to think, question and see 

The developing 
community must adapt 
to a changing world
How can we plan for a better future in an 
age of  scarcity and uncertainty?
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beyond the obvious. It trains the human 
mind to think and take right decisions.  It is 
through education that knowledge and in-
formation is received and spread throughout 
the world. Education is considered as the 
backbone on which the social and economic 
growth depends.  History is evident that a 
nation with high illiteracy rate ultimately 
dooms.

Islam has also given great 
importance to education. 
Education in the largest sense is any act or 
experience that has a formative effect on 
the mind, character or physical ability of  an 
individual. In its technical sense, education 
is the process by which society deliberately 
transmits its accumulated knowledge, skills 
and values from one generation to another. 
Knowledge is identified as worship in Islam. 
The acquiring of  knowledge is worship, 
reading the Quraan and pondering upon 
it is worship, travelling to gain knowledge 
is worship. The practice of  knowledge is 
connected with ethics and morality with 
promoting virtue and combating vice, 
enjoining right and forbidding wrong. This 
is called in the Quraan: “Amr bil-l maaruuf  
wa nah-y-ani-1 munkar”.

To seek knowledge is a sacred duty; it is 
obligatory on every Muslim, male and fe-
male. The first word revealed of  the Quraan 
was “IQRA” mean READ! Seek knowl-
edge! Educate yourselves! Be educated. 

The Muslims today are the most humili-
ated community in the world. Moreover, 
should they persist in following the same 
educational system as given by their 
colonial masters; they will not be able to 
recover themselves from moral and spiritual 
decadence.

Education – both general and, either pro-

fessional or occupational, is essential for the 
progress and well-being of  the individuals, 
communities and countries. A good general 
education imparts effective language and 
communication skills, creates awareness of  
the past heritage. It also provides knowledge 
about the current social, economical and 
general environment and teaches how to 
live in harmony therewith. On the other 
hand, a good general and professional/oc-
cupational education enables the individuals 
to earn a decent livelihood without which 
well being of  the individuals, communities 
and countries is at stake. A good general 
and professional/occupational education is 
a very effective tool in alleviating poverty. 

Due to lack of  a good general and pro-
fessional/occupational Education, many 
generations of  the community members are 
facing poverty and have become perma-
nently dependent on Zakat / Donations. 
To break this cycle of  poverty, it is essential 
that immediate steps be taken to attract the 
younger generation to acquire the appro-
priate general/professional/occupational 
education and secure employment.

World Memon Organisation (WMO) 
accepting the challenge has launched a 
scholarship programme for Memon com-
munity with the aim to educate each and 
every child of  Memon community from 
Montessori to professional education. It is 
observed that there are many community 
and social organizations, which provide 
financial help in the form of  scholarship to 
financially weak families for the education 
of  their children in their limited resources. 
Due to their limited resources, they could 
not fulfill the entire need of  needy student’s 
educational requirement causing dropout of  
such students at different level of  education.

 
WMO keeping the change in view and 

with a better insight has started providing fi-
nancial help to the students having no / lim-
ited finance for their educational needs. The 
Scholarship programme initially started in 
the year 2006 for the students seeking higher 
education. In AUGUST 2008, “Education 
for all committee” was constituted. The 
main objective of  the committee is to pro-
vide education to the community children 
who could not afford educational expenses 
due to non-availability of  the funds from 
pre-primary level to college level. 

It is a matter of  great satisfaction that the 
community has come to have a different 
mindset. It no more lives in isolation, as it 
was used to in the pre-partition period. the 
community had by and large, realized the 
significance of  education as an engine of  
progress.  

The time ahead is forecast to be still 
more fluid and more turbulent. What is 
science fiction today may become reality is 
a short period of  time.  We, as elders of  the 
time own great responsibility towards the 
upcoming children and the posterity of  the 
community. We need to be visionary, like 
our elders were.  We are in more volatile 
time and the future is more uncertain.  We 
need therefore, to show greater foresight 
than them in reading the future and putting 
in place plans for upcoming children to fare 
better than us.

Let’s resolve to bring the change and 
move ahead in steps with the changing 
world, as those who lag behind will go into 
darkness.
May Allah, bless our community..  
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“You must not lose faith 
in humanity. Humanity is 
an ocean; if  a few drops 
of the ocean are dirty, the 
ocean does not become 
dirty.”

“The difference between 
what we do and what 
we are capable of doing 
would suffice to solve 
most of the world’s prob-
lem.”

1. Change yourself.
“You must be the change 
you want to see in the 
world.”
“As human beings, our greatness lies not 
so much in being able to remake the world 
– that is the myth of  the atomic age – as in 
being able to remake ourselves.”

If  you change yourself  you will change 
your world. If  you change how you think 
then you will change how you feel and what 
actions you take. And so the world around 
you will change. Not only because you are 
now viewing your environment through 
new lenses of  thoughts and emotions but 
also because the change within can allow 
you to take action in ways you wouldn’t 
have – or maybe even have thought about – 
while stuck in your old thought patterns.

And the problem with changing your 
outer world without changing yourself  is 
that you will still be you when you reach 
that change you have strived for. You will 
still have your flaws, anger, negativity, self-
sabotaging tendencies etc. intact.

And so in this new situation you will 

still not find what you hoped for since your 
mind is still seeping with that negative stuff. 
And if  you get more without having some 
insight into and distance from your ego it 
may grow more powerful. Since your ego 
loves to divide things, to find enemies and 
to create separation it may start to try to 
create even more problems and conflicts in 
your life and world.

2. You are in control.
“Nobody can hurt me 
without my permission.”
What you feel and how you react to some-
thing is always up to you. There may be a 
“normal” or a common way to react to dif-
ferent things. But that’s mostly just all it is.

You can choose your own thoughts, reac-
tions and emotions to pretty much every-
thing. You don’t have to freak out, overreact 
of  even react in a negative way. Perhaps not 
every time or instantly. Sometimes a knee-
jerk reaction just goes off. Or an old thought 
habit kicks in.

And as you realize that no-one outside 
of  yourself  can actually control how you 
feel you can start to incorporate this think-
ing into your daily life and develop it as a 
thought habit. A habit that you can grow 
stronger and stronger over time. Doing 
this makes life a whole lot easier and more 
pleasurable.

3. Forgive and let it go.
“The weak can never 
forgive. Forgiveness is the 
attribute of the strong.”

“An eye for eye only ends 
up making the whole 
world blind.”
Fighting evil with evil won’t help anyone. 
And as said in the previous tip, you always 
choose how to react to something. When 
you can incorporate such a thought habit 

more and more into your life then you can 
react in a way that is more useful to you and 
others.

You realize that forgiving and letting go 
of  the past will do you and the people in 
your world a great service. And spending 
your time in some negative memory won’t 
help you after you have learned the lessons 
you can learn from that experience. You’ll 
probably just cause yourself  more suffering 
and paralyze yourself  from taking action in 
this present moment.

If  you don’t forgive then you let the past 
and another person to control how you feel. 
By forgiving you release yourself  from those 
bonds. And then you can focus totally on, 
for instance, the next point.

4. Without action you 
aren’t going anywhere.
“An ounce of practice is 
worth more than tons of  
preaching.”
Without taking action very little will be 
done. However, taking action can be hard 
and difficult. There can be much in-
ner resistance. And so you may resort to 
preaching, as Gandhi says. Or reading and 
studying endlessly. And feeling like you 
are moving forward, but getting little or no 
practical results in real life.

So, to really get where you want to go 
and to really understand yourself  and your 
world you need to practice. Books can 
mostly just bring you knowledge. You have 
to take action and translate that knowledge 
into results and understanding.

5. Take care of this mo-
ment.
“I do not want to 
foresee the future. I am 
concerned with taking 
care of the present. 
God has given me no 

Top 10 Fundamentals 
for Changing the World
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control over the moment 
following.”
The best way that I have found to over-
come the inner resistance that often stops 
us from taking action is to stay in the 
present as much as possible and to be ac-
cepting.

Why? Well, when you are in the present 
moment you don’t worry about the next 
moment that you can’t control anyway. And 
the resistance to action that comes from you 
imagining negative future consequences – or 
reflecting on past failures – of  your actions 
loses its power. And so it becomes easier to 
both take action and to keep your focus on 
this moment and perform better.

6. Everyone is human.
“I claim to be a simple 
individual liable to err like 
any other fellow mortal. 
I own, however, that I 
have humility enough to 
confess my errors and to 
retrace my steps.”

“It is unwise to be 
too sure of one’s own 
wisdom. It is healthy 
to be reminded that the 
strongest might weaken 
and the wisest might err.”
When you start to make myths out of  
people – even though they may have 
produced extraordinary results – you 
run the risk of  becoming disconnect-
ed from them. You can start to feel 
like you could never achieve similar 
things that they did because they are 
so very different. So it’s important to 
keep in mind that everyone is just a 
human being no matter who they are.

And I think it’s important to remember 
that we are all human and prone to make 
mistakes. Holding people to unreasonable 
standards will only create more unneces-
sary conflicts in your world and negativity 
within you. It’s also important to remember 
this to avoid falling into the pretty useless 
habit of  beating yourself  up over mistakes 
that you have made. And instead be able to 
see with clarity where you went wrong and 

what you can learn from your mistake. And 
then try again.

7. Persist
“First they ignore you, 
then they laugh at you, 
then they fight you, then 
you win.”
Be persistent. In time the opposition around 
you will fade and fall away. And your inner 
resistance and self-sabotaging tendencies 
that want to hold you back and keep you 
like you have always been will grow weaker.

Find what you really like to do. Then 
you’ll find the inner motivation to keep go-
ing, going and going. 

8. See the good in people 
and help them.
“I look only to the good 
qualities of men. Not 
being faultless myself, I 
won’t presume to probe 
into the faults of others.”

“Man becomes great 
exactly in the degree in 
which he works for the 
welfare of his fellow-
men.”
There is pretty much always something 
good in people, and things that may not be 
so good. But you can choose what things 
to focus on. And if  you want improvement 
then focusing on the good in people is a 
useful choice. It also makes life easier for 
you as your world and relationships become 
more pleasant and positive. And when you 
see the good in people it becomes easier to 
motivate yourself  to be of  service to them. 
By being of  service to other people, by 
giving them value you not only make their 
lives better. Over time you tend to get what 
you give. And the people you help may feel 
more inclined to help other people. And so 
you, together, create an upward spiral of  
positive change that grows and becomes 
stronger.

By strengthening your social skills you 
can become a more influential person and 
make this upward spiral even stronger. 

9. Be congruent, be 
authentic, be your true self.
“Happiness is when what 
you think, what you say, 
and what you do are in 
harmony.”

“Always aim at complete 
harmony of thought and 
word and deed. Always 
aim at purifying your 
thoughts and everything 
will be well.”
I think that one of  the best tips for im-
proving your social skills is to behave in a 
congruent manner and communicate in an 
authentic way. People seem to really like au-
thentic communication. And there is much 
inner enjoyment to be found when your 
thoughts, words and actions are aligned. 
You feel powerful and good about yourself. 
When words and thoughts are aligned then 
that shows through in your communication. 

10. Continue to grow and 
evolve.
”Constant development 
is the law of life, and a 
man who always tries to 
maintain his dogmas in 
order to appear consistent 
drives himself into a false 
position.”

You can pretty much always improve 
your skills, habits or re-evaluate your evalu-
ations. You can gain deeper understanding 
of  yourself  and the world.

Sure, you may look inconsistent or like 
you don’t know what you are doing from 
time to time. You may have trouble to act 
congruently or to communicate authenti-
cally. But if  you don’t then you will, drive 
yourself  into a false position. A place where 
you try to uphold or cling to your old views 
to appear consistent while you realise within 
that something is wrong. It’s not a fun place 
to be. To choose to grow and evolve is a 
happier and more useful path to take.

 WMO IN THE CHANGING WORLD
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 COMMUNITY NEWS

T he Chicago Memon Association 
organized an Eid-ul-Fitr Dinner 
program on Eid Day Wednesday Au-

gust 31, 2011 in the Grand Banquet Hall of  
Holiday Inn Chicago. More than 650 family 
members attended the program, which lasted 
almost till mid-night.

The MC for the evening was Mr. A. Ghaf-
far Variend and Ahmad Jangda (both former 
presidents of the Association).

To start the program after recitation of Holy 
Quran, Mr. A. Ghaffar Variend welcomed all 
the participants from Memon Community 
members living in and around Chicago Area 
and also wished all the community members 
Eid Mubarak.  He explained the value and 
importance of community spirit and periodi-
cal gathering of community members on such 
occasions. He mentioned that these types of  
gatherings are the platform to discuss and pro-
vide feedback in respect of community affairs 
and also for the unity and identity of Memon 
community overseas. He also emphasized that 
the younger generation of community should 
also participate in these events and that is why 
today’s program is aimed at encouraging them 
to participate and show their talents. 

To start the first segment of the program 
formally, Hafidth Haseeb Ghaniwala son of  
Vice President Anis Ghaniwala was invited 
to recite Qir’at which was followed by Na’at 
by a youngster Mohammad Ahmad Raza son 
of Mohammad Anwar Raza. The audience 
appreciated and applauded both of them.

After the recitation of Qir’at and Na’at, 
appetizers were served consisting of Aaloo 
Chhola and Samosa.

Then the President of Chicago Memon 
Association Mohataram Imran Aziz Katiya 
was welcomed by community members with 
applause to come to the stage. He wished all 
the community members Eid Mubarak and 
thanked them for coming to the Dinner. It 
was a good get- together from all walks of  
Memons to meet and exchange Eid greetings, 
family news and events. He conveyed his 

thanks and appreciation to all board members 
for their individual and collective efforts in 
organizing such a beautiful program in a short 
time as well as thanked volunteers for their 
valuable contribution of time and efforts.

He introduced Mr. Abdul Gani Memon 
who had developed multiple question 
software namely “Ramadan Encyclopaedia” 
which had all required Qur’an and Hadith 
references to ask questions to the younger 
generation ages 5-14. At this point Mr. A. 
Ghaffar Variend and Mr. Ahmad Jangda 
requested Mr. Abdul Gani Memon to start the 
quiz competition, which went very well. Ap-
proximately 40 children, who participated in 
the competition received gift boxes consisting 
of Chocolate Candies.

During the quiz competition, Dinner was 
served.  It was very well organized and food 
was delicious and excellent. Tea, Coffee and 
soft drinks were also served. The association 
thanked Mansoor Lakhani, owner of Holiday 
Inn for their catering as well as the excellent 
arrangements for the event.

Mohataram Imran Aziz Katiya recognized 
Senior Memons present there and awarded 
them with various gifts. 

This was one of the best well organized 
Dinner event in recent history. Mohataram 
Imran Aziz Katiya and his team are already 
working and planning to put together an even 
bigger event for 1,000 Memons for Eid ul 
Adha. At that event they also plan to organize 
a New Hafiz-e- Qur’an recognition award 
ceremony.

At the end of the program President Mr. 
Imran Aziz Katiya again expressed his deep 
appreciation and thanked all participants and 
volunteers who had attended the program in 
community spirit in order to show the unity 
amongst community members and he also 
thanked MC Mr. A. Ghaffar Variend and 
Mr. Ahmad Jangda for their contribution as 
well as wished each and every one safe return 
home.  And as such this wonderful program 
was ended past mid-night.          

Chicago Memon Association 

Eid ul Fitr Dinner Program on 
Eid day August 31, 2011

 Report by: Ghaffar Variend, Chicago, IL

Memon Association 
UK – Meet the team

National Council - Office bearers
Bashir Sattar  President 
Nowsad A Gani Vice President
Aniz Jussab Secretary 
Yousuf  Gadit Assistant Secretary
Abdul Razak Osman Treasurer

Committee members
Haroon Daud 
Dr Esmail Haruani 
Hanif  Osman       
Abdur Rahman Dhedhi
Shabir Valimahomed
Zaheed Harunani 
Iqbal Karim    
Nisar Bawany Salim Lohiya 
Munier Jussab Dr Nadeem Harunani
Imran PanawalaHaji Abdul Razak 
Mohammad Sadiq Razak 
Abubakar Aka     

Co-Opted Members 
Ashraf  Mohamed 
Yamin Yaqoob
Aslam Noormohammad 
Bashir Suliman 
Waseem Adil  
Memon Sisters 
Shamim Osman  
Fazila Gaffar Karim
Yasmin Jakura
Noor Valimohamed  
Yasmin Rafiq Omar 
Fatima Gadit
Sajida Daud
Sajida Tayub
Fazila Suleman 
Naseema A Karim
Mariam Harunani
Naseem Aboobakr
Razia Haroon Daud
Fazila Kismet

Board of Trustees
Sir Iqbal A.K.M Sacranie - Chairman
Haroon Karim
Nowsad A. Gani
Bashir Sattar
Dr Esmail Harunani
Farouk Alimahomed
Asif  Rangoonwala
Haroon Daud
Hajif  Osman Dada
Aniz Jussab
Haroon A Dada
Haji Abdul Razak 
Abu Bakr Aka



  COMMUNITY NEWS

 Rashida Anwar (Membership In-Charge Of WMO Middle East Chapter Ladies Wing)

Ladies Wing, Committee Members:
President: 
Shabana Razzak Mussani
Advisor & BoM: 
Saeeda Yakoob
Treasurer: 
Maimoona Darvesh
Marriage Bureau: 
Habiba Maklai
Membership In-Charge: 
Rashida Anwar

At any given time, Human Resource is the 
largest wealth in the world and lots can be 
achieved through this field. Social interac-
tion between people from different walks of  
life, groups, countries and communities play 
an important role in accomplishing the goals 
of  organisations across the globe.

When people come together on a com-
mon platform especially based on the same 
religious and traditional values, a lot can 
be achieved to inculcate human values and 
attain a better society.

In the last five years, since its inception in 
2006, this has been the main achievement of  
the WMO (Ladies Wing) Dubai, under the 
presidency of  Mrs. Shabana Razzak.

UAE based women of  all ages from vari-
ous countries, from across the globe have 
been brought together under the umbrella of  
the WMO. Dubai Ladies Wing, the Middle 
East Chapter now has strength of  28 life 
members and 87 annual members. 

A total of  350 Memon ladies living in the 
U.A.E. are listed with the committee, who 
are not members, but who still attend some 
events which are open to non-members as 
well. This gives them the opportunity to 
know the activities and the objectives of  the 
organisation and gives exposure to the ben-
efits of  being part of  WMO and thus might 
be interested in joining in the near future.

The major benefit for the WMO members 
is that the organisation serves as a platform 
and is being used as a window, to show case 

their talent and products to promote their 
home industries through e-mails sent out 
from the committee or by exhibiting their 
products during events that are held every 
year.

With the formation of  the WMO (La-
dies Wing) in Dubai, the Memon’s have 
found their own group to identify with, 
which they were earlier deprived of. Much 
of  the lost Muslim values, culture, food 
habits and dressing sense have regained 
awareness and strength amongst younger 
generation, who were otherwise confused 
and ignorant of  their own culture and 
values in life.

One of  the key activities of  the organisa-
tion is to maximise its efforts to promote the 
Marriage Bureau, by introducing families to 
each other. Although the committee is help-
ing the members in match-making and facili-
tating interaction between families, a lot of  
difficulties are being faced due to differences 
in individual family values, preferences and 
different mind-sets.

Events:
The WMO (Ladies Wing) Dubai Chapter 
had 3 events this year.

One Dish Party at the Hassan Darvesh 
Villa in April 2011

We opened with One Dish Party this year 
at the Hassan Darvesh Villa, in April 2011. 
It was an exclusive event for only Life Mem-
bers and Annual Members. 

Each member came in with their favourite 
dish, and a collection of  about 50 or more 
dishes decorated the table, making it a feast, 
not only to the eyes but also to the taste 
buds.

A team of  Doctors were also invited to 
this event. Headed by Dr. Simpson and 
Guillaume Al Saffah, the nutritionist, from 
the Health Care City, in Dubai, spoke on 
the benefits of  bio-hormonal therapy from 
plants which can be used in the form of  
creams. They shed light on how this is a very 
safe way to correct the hormonal deficien-
cies which cause health problems in men 
and women. This is the latest treatment 

WMO (Ladies Wing) 
Dubai - Middle-East 
Chapter Annual report for the year 2011
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which challenges the dangerous chemi-
cal therapy widely in practice today. The 
talk was very interesting and valuable and 
members took advantage of  the presence of  
doctors to clear their doubts about their own 
health issues.

Post lunch, an Islamic Quiz was con-
ducted by Ruhi Latif  and Saadiya Rafique 
Noorani. It enhanced religious knowledge 
and created awareness among the members 
and younger generation present at the event 
benefited the most. This interactive session 
was well received by each present member. 
With a spontaneous response from members 
it was a pleasing experience for one and all.

Educating and entertaining all along, the 
event concluded with a Bingo game involv-
ing each one present there. The winners 
were given lovely prizes and the mega prize 
was a lucky dip. Encouraging punctuality 
amongst the members to be on time for 
future events, there was an early-bird prize 
to the first three members who arrived early. 
Six new members registered adding to the 
growing membership list.

Hi-Tea at the “Fashion Verandah”on 

18th June, 2011
The Second Event was on the 18th of  June 
2011, when Shazia Mukaty (daughter of  Mr. 
Amin Chapal) invited all the WMO (ladies 
Wing) in Dubai, to a Hi-Tea at her bou-
tique “Fashion Verandah”. Six well known 
designer’s creations from Pakistan were 
showcased at Shazia’s boutique on Sheikh 
Zayed Road which included trendy collec-
tion of  Salwar Kurtas and Jallabiyas. 

The WMO committee members and 
volunteer’s helped Shazia to spread a 
word around and sent invitations to all the 
members by emails and calls which gave it a 
personal touch.

In spite of  the venue being far and in a 
remote area, there was a good response 
and members made it a point to attend the 
exhibition. The collection was impressive 
and was appreciated by the visitors. We 
hope that Shazia’s boutique will cater to the 
demands of  the community and wish her all 
the success in her new business venture.

Farewell to Ruhi Latif at the Hassan 
Darvesh Villa in July 2011.
The 3rd and the concluding event of  year 

was a send-off  party to the head of  the vol-
unteer team - Ruhi Latif.

The WMO (Ladies Wing) Dubai gathered 
together at the Hassan Darvesh Villa to hon-
our and thank Ruhi for her dedication and 
the beautiful way in which she had piloted 
the volunteer team. Under her leadership, 
the volunteer team was able to have success-
ful events. Her patience and humbleness 
made her lovable amongst members.

Ruhi was taken by surprise post lunch by 
Sana Latif  and Farah Anwar who put up a 
talk-show with her which she handled bril-
liantly. All present there had fun and enjoyed 
the get together wishing her all the best for 
her new mission of  motherhood that she 
was preparing to enter.

As a part of  a charity drive, pretty-looking 
charity boxes were sold at a nominal price. 
The idea behind it was to encourage the 
youngsters in the families, introducing the 
value of  saving a little every day and giving 
to those less fortunate than us.

The event concluded with a vote of  thanks 
to Ruhi from the WMO (Ladies Wing) com-
mittee members. Ruhi overwhelmed with 
joy and happiness thanked each one present 
there. 

Sana Fayz and Farah Anwar were selected 
by the volunteers to take over Ruhi’s place to 
head the volunteer team, in her absence.

Members of  the WMO (LADIES WING) 
DUBAI have realised that there is a dire 
need to appoint a marriage counselor. The 
person taking the responsibility needs to be 
well experienced, an elderly lady who has 
the knowledge to deal and amicably settle 
problems faced by married couples and their 
families which end up into broken homes 
and families. This is much needed in the 
community as the divorce rate is rapidly ris-
ing and needs to be addressed immediately.  

The Ladies committee plans to launch 
their online marriage bureau at the upcom-
ing WMO Annual General Meeting. 

May Allah (subhan-wa-ta-Aala) give us 
the strength to carry out the community 
work in order to seek his blessings. 
AAMEEN.
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World Memon Organisation (WMO)

APPEAL
Flood relief work 

2011 in Sindh
The 2011 Sindh floods began during the monsoon season in mid-August 2011, resulting from heavy 

monsoon rains in Sindh, Eastern Balochistan, and Southern Punjab. The floods have caused 
considerable damage; an estimated 270 civilians have been killed, with over 8.0 million people and 

1.2 million homes affected.

The Board of  Management of  WMO Pakistan Chapter decided to immediately start Flood Relief  work 
in Sindh, Pakistan. The decision was taken in its meeting held on Saturday 17th September 2011 at WMO 
House, Karachi.

The Flood Relief  Work would be carried out under the umbrella of  WMO in collaboration with 
Shaikhani Foundation and Dhoraji Memon Assocation, Karachi.

A base camp has been established at Dhoraji Colony, Karachi for collection of  funds and relief  goods 
required for the flood victims.

A team of  volunteers and members of  WMO Youth Wing have visited some of  the worst affected areas 
of  Sindh during September 2011 and distributed consignments of  rations, medicines, tents and other items 
to the flood victims.

The members of  the World Memon Organisation (WMO) and its well-wishers are humbly requested to 
contribute generously Zakat, Donations and Relief  Goods for this humanitarian cause. We gave below the 
Details of  Bank Account: 

 Account Title  : World Memon Organisation
 Account Number : 20301-714-105391
 Bank Name  : Habib Metropolitan Bank Limited
 Branch   : Soldier Bazar  Branch, Karachi, Pakistan
 Swift Code  : MPBLPKKA 079

Let us pray to Almighty Allah to grant us the strength and courage to extend wholehearted support to the 
flood affected families. 

May Almighty Allah bless you all.  
Ameen.

Pir Muhammad A. Kaliya   Shoaib Ismail Mangroria
Secretary General, WMO   Vice President,WMO

H.M. Shahzad    Muhammad Yousuf Adil
Assistant Secretary General, WMO  Treasurer, WMO

Mahmood Shaikhani    Haroon Motiwala
Chairman ,Shaikhani Foundation  President, Dhoraji Memon Association
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 Hawa Abdullah Chairperson, WMO Ladies Wing (Pakistan Chapter) 

T he Ladies Wing of  WMO Paki-
stan Chapter is actively involved 
in a variety of  activities for the 

welfare and well-being of  the women 
of  the Memon Community. The La-
dies Wing is proud to have a team of  
dedicated women who are putting their 
skills and innate talents to the best pos-
sible use for the betterment of  Memon 
women and children.  

Harnessing the Potential 
of Memon Women
The women of  the Memon Community 
are bestowed with immense talent and 
the Ladies Wing is striving to encourage 
them to cultivate in themselves the spirit 
to serve the less fortunate members of  the 
Memon Community under the banner of  
WMO. 

For this purpose, the Ladies Wing 
regularly holds get-togethers, seminars, 
functions and other such gatherings where 
awareness about WMO is created and ef-
forts are made to bring the women of  the 
Memon Community together on a single 
platform and motivate them to devote 
their time and energy for social work and 
charity.

Such programs and get-togethers also 

Report of the 
WMO PC Ladies Wing

The Offi ce Bearers, Ladies Wing, WMO Pakistan Chapter
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provide a forum for dialogue and discus-
sions with women of  similar interests. 
They also help create awareness of  issues 
pertaining to the women workers them-
selves and to the entire Memon Commu-
nity at large. Such get-togethers offer the 
women an opportunity to interact with 
other members of  the organization share 
ideas and undertake constructive social 
work for the community.

The women of  the Memon Community, 
especially those from affluent families, have 
always responded positively to the efforts 
of  the WMO Ladies Wing. This is evident 
from the number of  new lady members to 
WMO. The members of  the WMO Ladies 
Wing are also involved in fundraising for 
various events and projects. We take this op-
portunity to sincerely thank the members of  
WMO Ladies Wing and all its well-wishers 
for their generous donations and continuous 
support.

The WMO Ladies Wing always tries hard 
to promote WMO as an international NGO 
on every possible occasion.

Activities & Events of WMO 
Ladies Wing during 2011
1. The WMO Ladies Wing has been 

actively engaged in collecting funds and 
relief  goods for the Flood Relief  Work 
in 2010 and 2011. So far, a consider-
able amount has been collected by the 
Ladies Wing besides donations in kind. 
Till date, an amount of  Rs.1,627,500/- 
(US $ 18,500) has been collected for the 
Flood Relief  Work and goods worth 
about Rs. 150,000 (US $1700) have been 
also collected.

 2. WMO President’s Housing Scheme: 
The Ladies Wing has been actively 
collecting donations with the aim to 
finance one house under the WMO 
President’s Housing Scheme. Till date, 
an amount of  Rs.843,000/- (US $ 9,580) 
has been collected. The WMO Ladies 
Wing objective was aiming to collect 

PKR 1 million (USD 12,000) to com-
pletely finance one house and we are 
happy to say that we are almost there in 
achieving this target.

3. Matrimonial: The Ladies Wing contin-
ues to help parents find suitable matches 
for their children in a very confidential 
manner and great care is taken in pro-
tecting the identity of  each individual. A 
number of  marriage relationships have 
also been finalized.   

4. JAGO - Women Power Conference This 
conference was a call to women in posi-
tions of  power to stand up against the 
issues and social injustice faced by the 
women of  the Memon community. The 
purpose of  the conference was to moti-
vate and encourage the women in key 
positions to come forward and act as a 
bridge between the privileged and de-
serving. The conference was held in two 
parts. The first part was held in January, 
2011 and was sponsored by Ms. Ajjo, a 
leading Fashion Jewelry Designer. The 
Conference was dedicated to empower-
ing women to bring hope, healing and 
changes into their own lives and to the 
world around them and served as a call 
to women of  all ages and backgrounds 
to become the leaders. The second part 
of  the conference was held in March, 
2011 at a member’s residence.

5. Cricket World Cup: The ladies wing 
had successfully arranged a very festive 
Get-together at the Royal Palm where 
the semi-final cricket match between 
Pakistan vs India was shown live on big 
screens. A variety of  food stalls were 
also setup at the venue. The event was 
attended by a large group of  youngsters 
along with their parents. 

6. Grand Eid Milan: This was a Bowling 
and Brunch Get-together for the WMO 
members to share the Eid festivities. 
The event, held on 17th September 2011 
at Royal Rodale Club, Karachi, was a 

roaring success where over 100 ladies and 
guests attended the event.

Self-Funding
The WMO Ladies Wing has always strived 
to generate funds, through registration fees 
and tickets, for most of  its programs and 
events and does not depend entirely on 
WMO for funding. Only if  the case need be, 
a small share has been sought from WMO. 
Al Hamdulillah, the WMO Ladies Wing 
has raised the funds for all its programs this 
year and has not asked WMO for any help. 

Other Projects Under 
Process:
1. LearnFest – A Learning Festival with 

multiple talks and seminars.

2. White Elephant Sale – It is expected 
to be held this year, which will help 
generate additional funds for the various 
programs being managed by WMO 
Ladies Wing. 

A Special Request to the Ladies of  the 
Memon Community 

The ladies of  the Memon Community 
worldwide are requested to join the WMO 
Ladies Wing, wherever they may, at a 
WMO Chapter closest to them. 

Further, the WMO Ladies Wing of  
Pakistan Chapter aspires that there should 
be one event or gathering of   the Ladies 
Wings of  all the WMO Chapters once in a 
year, maybe at the time of  Annual General 
Assembly Meeting and other meetings. This 
will facilitate interaction and good relation-
ship between the women of  all chapters of  
WMO.

Further, the ladies of  the Memon Com-
munity are requested to become members 
of  WMO. The Annual Membership fees is 
only US $ 25.

Grand Eid Milan held on 17th 
September 2011

Some Members of the Ladies 
Wing at the Eid Milan
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First
The first thing I have learnt is that we must 
always begin with our strengths. There is 
an imaginary story of  a rabbit. The rabbit 
was enrolled in a rabbit school. Like all 
rabbits, it could hop very well but could 
not swim. At the end of  the year, the rabbit 
got high marks in hopping but failed in 
swimming. The parents were concerned. 
They said, ‘Forget about hopping. You are, 
anyway good at it. Concentrate on swim-
ming.’ They sent the rabbit for tuitions in 
swimming. And guess what happened? The 
rabbit forgot how to hop! As for swimming, 
have you ever seen a rabbit swim? While it 
is important for us to know what we are not 
good at, we must also cherish what is good 
in us. That is because it is only our strengths 
that can give us the energy to correct our 
weaknesses.   

Second
The second lesson I have learnt is that a 
rupee earned is of  far more value than five 
found. My friend was sharing with me, the 
story of  his eight year-old niece. She would 
always complain about the breakfast. The 
cook tried everything possible, but the child 
remained unhappy. Finally, my friend took 
the child to a supermarket and brought 
one of  those ready-to-cook cereal packets. 
The child had to cut the packet and pour 
water in the dish. The child found the food 
to be absolutely delicious? The difference 
was that she had cooked it! In my own life, 
I have found that nothing gives as much 
satisfaction as earning our own rewards. In 
fact, what is gifted or inherited follows the 
old rule of  ‘come easy, go easy’. I guess we 
only know the value of  what we have, if  we 
have struggled to earn it.  

Third
The third lesson I have learnt is, in Cricket, 
no one bats a hundred every time. Life has 
many challenges. You win some and lose 
some. You must enjoy winning. But do not 
let it go to the head. The moment it does, 

you are already on your way to failure. And 
if  you do encounter failure along the way, 
treat it as an equally natural phenomenon. 
Don’t beat yourself  for it or anyone else 
for that matter! Accept it, look at your own 
share in the problem, learn from it and 
move on. The important thing is, when you 
lose, do not ‘lose the lesson’.  

Fourth
The fourth lesson I have learnt, is the im-
portance of  humility. Sometimes, when you 
get so much in life, you really start wonder-
ing, whether you deserve all of  it. We have 
so much to be grateful for. Our parents, 
our teachers and our seniors, have done so 
much for us, that we can never repay them. 
Many people focus on the shortcomings, 
because obviously, no one can be perfect. 
But it is important to first acknowledge, 
what we have received. Nothing in life is 
permanent, but when a relationship ends, 
rather than becoming bitter, we must learn 
to savor the memory, of  the good things, 
while they lasted.

Fifth
The fifth lesson I learnt is, that we must 
always strive for excellence. One way of  
achieving excellence, is by looking at those 
better than ourselves. Keep learning what 
they do differently. But excellence cannot 
be imposed from the outside. We must also 
feel the need from within. It must involve 
not only our mind, but also our heart and 
soul. Excellence is not an act, but a habit. 
I remember the inspiring lines of  a poem, 
which says that your reach must always 
exceed your grasp. That is heaven on earth. 
Ultimately, your only competition is your-
self.

Sixth
The sixth lesson I have learnt is, never give 
up in the face of  adversity. It comes on you, 
suddenly without warning.. Always keep 
in mind, that it is only the test of  fire, that 
makes fine steel. A friend of  mine shared 

this incident with me. His eight-year old 
daughter was struggling away at a jigsaw 
puzzle. She kept at it for hours but could 
not succeed. Finally, it went beyond her 
bedtime. My friend told her, “Look, why 
don’t you just give up? I don’t think you will 
complete it tonight. Look at it another day.” 
The daughter looked with a strange look in 
her eyes, “But, dad, why should I give up? 
All the pieces are there! I have just got to 
put them together!” If  we persevere long 
enough, we can put any problem into its 
perspective. 

Seventh
The seventh lesson I have learnt is, that 
while you must be open to change, do not 
compromise on your values. Mahatma 
Gandhiji often said, “You must open the 
windows of  your mind, but you must not be 
swept off  your feet by the breeze.” Values 
like honesty, integrity, consideration and 
humility have survived for generations. At 
the end of  the day, it is values that define a 
person more than the achievements. Do not 
be tempted by short cuts. The short cut can 
make you lose your way and end up becom-
ing the longest way to the destination.

Final
And the final lesson I learnt is, that we must 
have faith in our own ideas even if  everyone 
tells us that we are wrong. There was once a 
newspaper vendor who had a rude cus-
tomer. Every morning, the Customer would 
walk by, refuse to return the greeting, grab 
the paper off  the shelf  and throw the money 
at the vendor. The vendor would pick up the 
money, smile politely and say, ‘Thank you, 
Sir.’ One day, the vendor’s assistant asked 
him, “Why are you always so polite with 
him when he is so rude to you? Why don’t 
you throw the newspaper at him when he 
comes back tomorrow?” The vendor smiled 
and replied, “He can’t help being rude and I 
can’t help being polite. Why should I let his 
rude behavior dictate my politeness? “

Lesson 
in life
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 Abdul Razzaq Thaplawala

I had migrated from Bantva in the 3rd 
week of  November, 1947 after the 
houses of  Muslims were attacked by 

Hindu farmers on 15th November, 1947. 
The houses were attacked inspite of  the 
fact that there was night curfew and Sikh 
soldiers were on duty at each Street and 
Mohalla. At the time, I was 11 years old 
but I still remember the sounds of  save us 
or (Bachao, Bachao) form the women folks 
whose houses were being attacked.

 On 16th November, 1947, when the 
curfew was relaxed for a few hours, all the 
residence of  Bantva gathered at the Bazar 
outside the main gate (Zapa) of  Bantva. 
Although, there was no bloodshed in 
Bantva but the houses were attacked in the 
presence of  Sikh soldiers. The residents of  
Bantva were fearful and decided to leave for 
Pakistan as soon as possible. As a result of  
this decision, the 25,000 muslim population, 
majority of  whom were Memons decided 
to migrate to Pakistan. Within 3 days, the 
residents of  Bantva started leaving for Bom-
bay or Okha from where they migrated to 
Pakistan by steamships.

After migration in the 3rd week of  No-
vember, 1947, I did not have the opportu-
nity of  visiting Bantva and its surrounding 
cities until 21st March, 2005. 

I was invited to participate in a seminar 
on cement industry being held in the first 
week of  January, 2005 at Mumbai. I was 
also invited by some cement machinery 
manufactures to have a look at machin-
ery manufactured in India. I decided that 
I should visit Mumbai and surrounding 
places but at the same time I should take 
this opportunity of  visiting my birth place. 
I therefore applied for visa to Indian High 
Commission with including visa for Rajkot, 
Junagadh and Bantva. Unfortunately, 
Indian High Commission lost my passport 
and inspite of  several efforts, the passport 
could not be found. I had to obtain a new 
passport.

BOMBAY
The World Memon Organization (WMO) 
had organized its 5th Annual General 
Meeting at Mumbai from 25th to 28th 
March, 2005. I decided to take this op-
portunity to visit my birth place. Many 
persons who were attending the conference 
of  World Memon Organization (WMO) 
had applied for visa to visit Bantva but no 
visa was granted to them. As I had applied 
for visa to Rajkot, Junagadh and Bantva in 
December, 2004 I was granted the visa of  
Rajkot, Junagadh and Bantva in addition 
to Mumbai. I therefore, decided to leave 
for India on 21st March, 2005 – a few days 
earlier for Mumbai Conference. In Mumbai, 
I had requested a very senior elder of  our 
community – Bha Adam Noor to kindly 
arrange for my visit to Junagadh & Bantva. 
I left Karachi by PIA Flight No. 274 at 9:00 
A.M. and reached Mumbai Airport at 11:00 
A.M. (India time). My friend had sent a 
person to receive me at the Airport. I took a 
taxi to the office of  the Memon Educational 
& Welfare Society. As requested earlier, they 
had booked a flight living for Rajkot at 7:00 
P.M. that very evening.

RAJKOT
I left my luggage in the office of  the Memon 
Educational & Welfare Society and took a 
small trolly bag with me which contained 
clothing for 3 days. The Jet Airways flight 
took me from Mumbai to Rajkot. The flight 
time was 45 minutes and the return fair 
was Rs 7,800/=  At Rajkot Airport , I was 
received by a friend Mr. Farooq who was 
requested by Mr. Adam Noor to receive 
me. Mr. Farooq was there at the airport to 
receive me. He had booked a room in Hotel 
Kavery, Rajkot. It took me one hour to 
reach my Hotel. We had arranged a Suzuki 
Hiroof  for our tour. Before living Rajkot 
next morning, I was shown the Adamjee 
Boarding House at Rajkot. The plaque at 
the Adamjee Boarding House read follow-

ing in Gujrati:
“Sir Adamjee Haji Dawood constructed 

this Boarding House at a cost of  Rs.14,050 
on the occasion of  the wedding ceremony 
of  his son. The foundation stone was laid 
on 2nd February, 1941 by the State Resident 
Major G.B. Williams. The Boarding House 
was completed and declared open on 19th 
Janaury, 1942 byJanab Haji Abdul Shakoor 
Baig Muhammad Subasha.”

The Boarding house is a beautiful build-
ing constructed on a plot measuring 12500 
sq. yards. When I visited the Boarding 
house, the building was in good shape but 
it was rented out to Government depart-
ment and two private firms. There were 15 
boarders who were living in kitchen and 
dining room of  the Boarding House. Out 
of  these 15 students only 5 students were 
from Memon Community. The Boarding 
House is located at the prime locality of  
Rajkot. Unfortunately, the Memon com-
munity of  Rajkot does not appear to have 
taken care of  the Boarding house and thus 
the wishes of  Sir Adamjee Haji Dawood 
to accommodate Memon students did not 
materialize. This was a very sorry state of  
affairs. I explained this state of  affairs to the 
community elders at one of  the meeting of  
Board of  Management of  World Memon 
Organization held at Mumbai on 27th 
March, 2005. I was told by some Indian 
dignitories that they are trying to revive the 
Boarding house. According to a conserva-
tive estimate, the present value of  land and 
building of  Boarding house is about Rs. 25 
crores. Rajkot has a population of  about 1.1 
Million people out of  which 100,000 people 
belong to Muslim community and there are 
about 5000 persons who belong to Memon 
Community.

JUNAGADH
After visiting the Boarding House, I left 
Rajkot for Junagadh. It took me 2 hours to 
reach Junagadh because it was a very good 

Birth place 
revisited
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highway. During our journey from Rajkot 
to Junagadh, we also passed through the 
city of  Jetpur. It looked like a well popu-
lated and prosperous city. Unfortunately, I 
could not go and see any place of  interest in 
Jetpur as I did not know anything about it. I 
reached Junagadh at about 2:00 P.M. After 
taking a room in a hotel and finishing our 
lunch, I decided to spend the afternoon for 
sight seeing of  Junagadh. First of  all, I went 
to see Nawab Mahabbat Khanjee College. 
The College has separate buildings for Arts 
and Science. It is still know as Sir Mahabbat 
Khanjee College.

After visiting the College, I visited the 
Makbara of  Sir Mahabbat Khanjee. It is a 
huge and beautiful and artistic historical 
structure. Besides the Makbara, there is 
a big & beautiful Mosque. I do not know 
how many Muslims offer prayer in this 
Mosque. After visiting the Makbara of  
Sir Mahabbat Khangee, I took round of  
Junagadh & saw many new gates built 
on the roads. The old Majveri gate was 
there. This gate has historical importance 
because this was the place where the Juna-
gadh authorities surrendered themselves 
before the Indian forces on 9th November, 
1947. A new gate has been constructed 
and named after Dr. Sardar Valabh Bhai 
Patel then Home Minister of  India who 
played key role in takeover of  Junagadh. 
An old gate has also been name after 
Sardar Valabh Bhai Patel. An Audito-
rium has been constructed and named 
after Samar Dhas Gandhi, journalist who 
headed the Aarzi Hukumat with its Head 
Quarters in Rajkot as soon as the an-
nouncement of  accession to Pakistan was 
made by Junagadh.

Then I proceeded to see the Girnar 
Mountain and Data Darbar. The main Ma-
zar of  Data Darbar is situated on a moun-
tain and it was difficult for me to climb such 
a height. At the bottom of  the steps of  Data 
Darbar, there is a Chilla of  Data Darbat. 
This Chilla or Dargah is a beautiful place. 
I photographed it. I also photographed the 
stairs leading to the Data Darbar on the 
Mountain. I remember that in my child-
hood, I had climbed the stairs and seen 
the Mazaar of  Data Darbat up on the hill. 
This was not possible this time because of  
my age factor. While returning from Data 
Darbar, we saw a small Dargah or that we 
call Chilla of  pee Geban Shah.

After returning from Data Darbar, I was 
told to visit the Memon Colony built by 
World Memon Foundation in Baker Falia. 
This colony had 4 Apartment buildings and 
was built by World Memon Foundation in 
Association with Dhoraji Association. The 
condition of  the colony was pathetic. The 
water & sewerage lines were not function-

ing and the entire compound of  the colony 
was dug up for improving water & sewerage 
lines. The residents of  colony were very 
poor and complaining that no steps had 
been taken by the builders of  the colony to 
do the necessary repairing work. Some of  
the ladies of  the colony told me to see their 
rooms and observe the sub-human filthy 
conditions in which they were living. Two 
persons supervising the sewerage work told 
me that no resident of  colony was prepared 
to share the expenses except those living 
on ground floor who were most affected. I 
hope that the World Memon Foundation 
and Dhoraji Association will take steps to 
come to the rescue of  poor residents of  this 
colony which was in Baker Falia.

Junagadh has a population of  700,000 
people out of  which 100,000 people are 
Muslims. The population of  Memon Com-
munity in Junagadh is about 11,000

VANTHALI
I spent the night in Hotel Paramount of  
Junagadh. Next morning, we started for 
visit to Bantva my birth place. The road 
leading to Bantva was good and passed 
through Vanthali. There were farms on 
both the sides of  the road. Within an hour, 
we reached Vanthali, our first stop in the 
journey to Bantva.  On the main road of  
Vanthali, there is a Jamiat  Tasleem-ul-
Quran which is run by Jamia Taaleemul-
Quran Chariable Trust, Vanthali. 

The Jamia was established in Septem-
ber, 1996. Almost all the trustees are 
non-Memons but funds were coming 
from the Memon philanthropists from 
all over the Gujrat. It has a magnificent 
& beautiful building. More than 1000 
students are studying at this Jamia and 
the Jamia is spending Rs. 42 lacs per year. 
The students are taught Arabic, Farsi, 
Hifz  Quran, Nazira Quran and computer 
science. They have a very well stocked 
library, Masjid and residential quarters.

I visited a class room where lessons in 
hadees were being taught to the students. I 
also visited their computer room which con-
tained 10 modern computers. The following 
are the statistics of  the students studying at 
the Jamia.

1. Aalim  21 
2. Qaari 41 
3. Hifz 35
4. Naazra 426
5. Computer studies 21
6. Tailoring 19
7. Education  
 Upto 7th standard  168

The Jamia is also running Markatib or 
schools at the following places other that 
the main Jamia in Vanthali.

1. Vanthali 350 Students
2. Nawalakhi 150 Students
3 Lilwa 100 students
4. Sattalpur 50   students
5. Koab 100 students

A Memon colony is situated very near the 
Jamia. I went to the Memon Colony. The 
colony has been built by World Memon 
Foundation with the help of  Vanthali 
Memon Jamat. The buildings in the Memon 
colony were apparently in good condition 
but the ladies at the colony complained that 
they have the houses but their manfolk have 
no jobs. They were doing different labor 
work and hardly earning enough to meet 
both ends. They requested that the commu-
nity elders should do something to provide 
some sort of  jobs for their manfolk.

The population of  Vanthali is about 
20,000 people. This includes 4,000 Muslims 
and about 1,500 people belong into Memon 
community.

After Vanthali, we proceed to Manavadar 
which was only 22 KM from Vanthali. I did 
not see any place of  interest at Manavadar. 
The distance between Bantva and Manava-
dar is only 8 KM. 

BANTVA
From Manavadar, we proceeded to Bantva 
my birth place. To begin with I went to 
the office of  Bantva Municipality which is 
known as Bantva Municipal Bureau. The 
offices of  Municipality are located on the 
first floor of  building which we know as 
Mohammadan Library of  our old days. I 
met the officers of  the Municipality and told 
them that I had come to see my birth place. 
They were very kind and sent one of  their 
men with me to take me around the Bantva. 
To begin with we went to what was known 
as main gate or Zapa of  Bantva. The Zapa 
was no longer there. We went in the bazaar 
inside the Zapa till the Jamia Masjid. It’s 
a very beautiful Masjid and the inside and 
outside condition was still very good inspite 
of  passage of  time. My house was behind 
the Jamia Masjid in Jangra falia. The way 
to Jangra falia started with residence, offices 
and motor garages of  Adam Haji Peermu-
hammad (Adam Limited). Unfortunately, 
all the buildings in this area including Adam 
Limited’s offices, residential houses and the 
motor garages had decayed with the passage 
of  time or has been demolished and only 
a locked compound existed. I proceeded 
further to see the house where I leaved but 
could find none because all the houses in 
Jangra Falia, Agasi Falia & the passage to 
Rankot were demolished and nothing could 
be recognized.

After visiting the Masjid, we went outside 
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the so-called Zapa. There were shops and 
bazaar outside Zapa and I could see that all 
kinds of  shopkeepers were doing roaring 
business. Here I met Mr. Nikom Advocate 
an old friend of  brother Siddique  Bha. Mr. 
Nikom Advocate was very happy to see us. 
He accompanied us to the tour of  Bantva. 
There was a Masjid known as Barwali 
Masjid outside the Zapa. It was locked and 
was in very bad condition. I also went to see 
the Mazaar of  Bukhari Sharif. The Mazar 
is now situated in a beautiful garden and it 
is in good condition. Going back towards 
Mohammadan library, we saw Mosque built 
by Hussain Kasim Dada. It was in a very 
bad shape. Then we started for Madrassa-
e-Islamia and Yateem Khana. The Yateem 
Khana has been converted into a Girls 
School and Madrassa now contains a Boys 
School. The foundation stone of  Yateem 
Khana Islamia Bantva read as follows:

“The opening ceremony of  this building 
was performed by Bantva Sardar Gadh Dar-
bar Saheb Zabardast Khanjee on Tuesday 
21st Jamadiul Aakhir 1356 Hijri and 8th 
August 1939.”

The Girls School and Boys school are be-
ing run by a Trust. The Trust is renovating 
some buildings and also constructing new 
blocks.

The foundation stone of  Madrassa-e-
Islamia read as follows:

“Madrassa-e-Islamia was opened by Left. 
Col. J.A. Oilfield Political Agent of  Sorath 
Parant (Province) on 21st December, 1930.”

Both the schools are known known as 
Sunshine schools. On the way to Madrassa-
e-Islamia, I noticed the building of  Bantva, 
Gymkhana & Muslim Trust. I was told that 
Memons from Dhoraji were taking care of  
some Mosques & Dargahs in Bantva and no 
Memon from Bantva was giving help. 

BANTVA RAILWAY 
STATION
After visiting the Yateem Khana and 
Madrassa-e-Islamia, I proceeded towards 
the old Railway Station. The outside build-
ing of  Railway Station looked good as I 
remembered it in my childhood. Inside the 
building, I also saw the Ticket Distribution 
window which still has the instructions for 
passengers in Gujrati. On the other side 
of  the building, however, there were no 
signs of  a Railway Station. After seeing 
the Railway Station, I proceeded to see the 
hospital built by Haji Habib Culcuttawala. 
The hospital building was old but not in 
very bad condition. Now it houses a library. 
Along side the hospital building, there was 
a mosque. I visited the mosque built by Haji 
Habib Culcuttawala. It was in a pathetic 
condition. All the Mehrabs and the mimber 

had decayed or demolished. A muslim 
family was living inside it. They requested 
us to enter the mosque premises after taking 
off  shoes. We did that but I was very much 
disturbed by seeing the condition of  the 
Mosque. No mimber, no mehrabs but the 
lining for safbandi for Namaz could be seen.

The Kohinoor talkies, the only cinema 
house in Bantva was opposite the hospital. 
It was closed. I was told that it functioned 
for a few years as Jay Hind Cinema.

Then I proceeded to Bantva Memon 
Jamat Khana. A portion of  Jamat Khana 
was functioning as Sindhi Students School. 
I could see the class rooms & desks where 
I studied upto 2nd class before joining 
Madrassa-e-Islamia. The class Rooms of  the 
school were apparently in good condition 
and I could see school desks in most of  the 
rooms.

Then I started for going out of  Bantva 
and saw Ahmed Dawoods Gening Factory 
which is now running as Oil Mills on Pajot 
Road. Our friend took us to the house of  
the Late Danilal Kalilal who worked as 
Manager of  Haji Habib Calcuttawala. He 
died on 10th April, 2001. His son Kanti 
Bhai invited us to his house and served tea 
to us. Mr. Kanti Laal is also a retired person 
and had good collection of  books.

Bantva is said to have population of  
18,000 people. There are only 150 Muslims 
and 3 or 4 Memon families in Bantva.

The Bantva Thapla and Kodvav are part 
of  what is known as Manawadar Taluka 
District: Junagadh.

THAPLA & KODVAV
My surname is THAPLAWALA but my 
parents or elders had not told me the 
meaning of  this surname. After coming to 
Pakistan, I looked at the maps of  Gujrat 
and saw that Bantva was surrounded by 
many small villages and many families 
had their surname linked with these vil-
lages including Balagam, Kodvav, Pajod 
etc. These villages included a village 
named THAPLA. I had a keen desire to 
visit & see THAPLA. We left Bantva and 
started our journey towards these villages. 
On our way to THAPLA, we passed 
through Aiklaria and then the Kodvav. I 
was told that the population of  Kodvav 
was 1500 persons belonging to Patel com-
munity. After seeing Kodvav, we proceed-
ed towards THAPLA. It is a small town 
with population of  600 people. At the 
outside of  THAPLA, there was a Mazaar 
or Chilla of  Peer Geban Shah. It was be-
ing looked after by a Muslim Couple Mr. 
& Mrs. Fakeer Allah Rakha Qasim. Both 
the Thapla & Kodvav have small schools. 
The school in Thapla is known as study 
Centre and the school in Kodvav is known 

as school.
After seeing THAPLA, we decided to 

start our return journey. We decided that 
instead of  going back to Junagadh, we 
should directly proceed to Rajkot through 
Sardargadh & Dhorji.

DHORAJI
Before reaching Dhoraji, we went through 
Upleta by pass. We started for Rajkot at 
2;30 p.m through Sardargadh. We reached 
Sardargadh at 3:00 P.M. and proceeded 
towards Dhoraji. Dhoraji is a sprawling city. 
We went to see the Mazaar of  Peer Sailani 
and the Mosque near it. In Dhoraji, we 
went to Dhoraji branch of  Memon Coop-
erative Bank Limited and met its Manager 
Mr. Aqeel R. Patel. He said that the bank 
had deposits of  Rs 10 crore on 31st March, 
2004. The total loans amounted to Rs. 3 
crore at the year ended on 31st March, 2004 
and bank made profit of  Rs. 25 lacs during 
that year. Mr. Imran A. Furniturewala is 
chairman and Mr. A. Majid Patka is the 
Vice Chairman of  the Bank. The bank has 
70 branches all over Gujrat and in Mumbai. 
The bank was established by late Janab Al-
Haaj Zakaria Aghari.

After Dhoraji, we proceeded towards 
Rajkot. We reached Rajkot in evening 
time on 23rd March, 2005. I had a book-
ing to leave Rajkot by evening flight next 
day on 24th March, 2005. Since I was 
very much tired and nothing to do at 
Rajkot, I decided to go to Mumbai next 
morning. I went to Airport and changed 
my flight to morning flight. From Airport, 
we proceeded to Imperial Hotel where a 
delegation of  World Memon Organization 
had arrived on that very day. The delega-
tion was ready to proceed to a dinner 
function of  Saurastra Memon Jamat. My 
name was included in the delegation but 
I opologized to the President of  World 
Memon Organization Haji A. Razzak 
Yaqoob Gandhi and Dr. Nasir Y. Fulara 
that being tired I will not be able to at-
tend the Dinner and accompany them to 
UPLETA  next morning. At the Rajkot 
function, the Sourastra Memon Jamat had 
reserved a trophy and shawl for me but 
as I could not attend their function they 
sent the trophy to my hotel in Mumbai. I 
will always cherish this beautiful trophy 
reminding me of  visit to my birth place. 
I stayed in hotel Royal inn near Rajkot 
Airport and proceeded to Mumbai by jet 
Airways flight No. 9W-3410 on the morn-
ing of  24th March, 2005. At Mumbai I 
stayed at Hotel Suba Palace where all sen-
ior members from Karachi were staying. It 
was at a walking distance from Taj Hotel 
where all the functions of  WMO where 
being held.
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“ It is neither their flesh nor their blood 
that reaches Allah, but it is your 
Taqwa that reaches Him…” (Surah 

Hajj)
Ibraheem (Alayhis Salaam) had two alter-

natives: either to follow the cry of  his heart 
or to submit to the call of  his Creator. He 
chose to submit. Qurbani therefore is not a 
monetary Ibaadah or a duty that is dis-
charged in distant poor countries. Qurbani 
is a personal experience, an intimate and 
emotional encounter, an intimate occur-
rence made real by the oozing of  blood. 

Qurbani is about:
Love for Allah in contrast to love of  self  
obedience.
Loyalty to Allah in preference to loyalty to 
the family.
Faith versus emotion.
Struggle as opposed to pleasure.

Where is this spirit of  Qurbani in our 
idle and aimless nights and days? Who is 
able to place the knife on his heart in order 

to slaughter the beasts of  rebellion, hatred, 
jealousy, pride, and greed etc.? Qurbani is 
an annual reaffirmation of  our pledge to 
Allah, a pledge that: 

“Verily my prayer, my sacrifices, my life 
and my death are surrendered to Allah; the 
Rabb of  the worlds.”

Eid-ul-Adha reverberates with the cries 
of  surrender, submission, and sacrifice. It 
is a grim reminder that life is about action, 
struggle, and endurance.

Virtues of Qurbani
Qurbani is a practice directly instructed by 
Allah Ta’ala: 

“So turn in prayer towards your Lord and 
sacrifice (animals).” (108.2)

Rasoolullah Sallallaahu Alayhi Wa Sal-
lam has extolled its virtue in many Ahadith.

There is nothing dearer to Allah Ta’ala dur-
ing the days of Qurbani than the sacrificing 
of animals. The sacrificed animal shall come 
on the Day of Judgment with its horns, hair, 
and hooves (to be weighed). The sacrifice is 

accepted by Allah before the blood falls on the 
ground. Therefore sacrifice with an open and 
happy heart.(Tirmizi, Ibn Majah)

Zayd lbn Arqam Radhiyallaahu Anhu 
relates that the Companions Radhiyallaahu 
Anhum queried, “O Rasoolullah Sallallaa-
hu Alayhi Wa Sallam, What is Qurbani?” 
He replied, “It is the Sunnah of  your father 
lbraheem Alayhis Salaam.” They again 
asked, “What benefit do we derive from it?” 
He answered, “A reward for every hair (of  
the sacrificed animal).” “And (what reward 
is there for animals with) wool, O’ Rasu-
lullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam)?” they 
asked. “A reward”, he said, “for every fibre 
of  the wool.” (Ibne Majah)

When a person slaughters a Qurbani 
animal, he is forgiven at the fall of  the first 
drop of  blood, and verily, the animal shall 
be brought forward on the Day of  Judgment 
with its blood, meat, limbs, etc. and shall 
be increased in weight seventy times, and 
then placed on the scale of  deeds. (Kanzul 
Ummal)

The Virtues and Laws 
of Qurbani/Udhiyya
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On whom is Qurbani 
Wajib (obligatory)?  
Qurbani is Wajib (obligatory) on every 
Muslim who is: of  sound mind - mature 
(has reached the age of  puberty), Muqeem 
(i.e. he is not a Shari traveller) Possesses the 
amount of  612,36 grams of  silver or wealth 
equivalent to that value which is in excess of  
one’s basic needs and debts, on any of  the 
three days of  Qurbani. It is not necessary 
that this amount be in one’s possession for a 
complete lunar year. (Fatawa Hindiyyah) 

Note:
1. Qurbani is not incumbent on a child or 
an insane person whether they own wealth 
equivalent to the amount above or not, nor 
is it Wajib upon their guardians to perform 
it on their behalf. (Fataawa Mahmoodiyyah)
2. Similarly, it is not Wajib on a Musaafir 
(one considered a traveller in Shariah). A 
Shar’i traveller is he who proceeds on a 
journey with an intention of  travelling 77 
kms. He will be treated as a traveller as soon 
as soon as he leaves his town. However if  
he intends residing at any place for 15 days 
or more then he will cease to be a traveller 
when he arrives at that location. (Fatawa 
Hindiyyah)
3. A person upon whom Qurbani is not nec-
essary should not incur debts beyond one’s 
capacity to offer the Qurbani.
4. If  Qurbani is not compulsory on a 
person, for example a Musaafir, then it is 
virtuous to do so if  it is within the person’s 
means.

The Physical Qurbani  
During the days of  Qurbani, Sadaqah and 
charity will not compensate for the physi-
cal observance of  Qurbani. Just as Zakaah 
cannot compensate for Hajj, nor fasting 
compensate for Salaah, similarly charity 
cannot compensate for Qurbani. However, 
if  the days of  Qurbani have passed, and the 
Qurbani was not offered due to ignorance, 
negligence or for some other valid reason, 
then it becomes Wajib to give in Sadaqah 
the price of  Qurbani animal or the animal 
itself  (alive, not slaughtered) to the poor. 
(Fatawa Shamiya)

Time for Qurbani  
The time for Qurbani begins after the Eid 
Salaah on the 10th of  Zul Hijjah and ends 
at the setting of  the sun on the 12th of  Zul 
Hijjah. It is better to make Qurbani on the 
first day, then the second, and thereafter the 
third. (Fatawa Shamiya)

If  the Qurbani has been offered before 
the Eid Salaah, it will have to be repeated. 
(Fatawa Hindiyyah)

In rural and village areas where Jumu’ah 

and Eid Salaah are not performed, Qurbani 
may be performed as soon as Fajr (Subhus 
Saadiq) sets in on the 10th of  Zul Hijjah. 
(Fatawa Hindiyyah)

If  a person residing in a town (where 
Eid salaah is performed) arranges for his 
animal to be slaughtered in a village (where 
Eid Salaah is not performed), then it is 
permissible for his animal to be slaughtered 
before he performs his Eid Salaah. (Fataawa 
Shaamiyyah)

It is preferable to slaughter during the day. 
(Fatawa Hindiyyah)

The Qurbani Animal
It is permissible to slaughter a goat, sheep, 
cow, bull, buffalo or camel, male or female 
for Qurbani. 
The minimum age of:
(a) A goat, sheep, or ram is one full year,
(b) A cow, bull or buffalo is two years old, and 
(c) A camel five years.

Animals that are younger than the 
prescribed age are not suitable for Qurbani. 
(Fataawa Hindiyyah)

If  a sheep is more than six months old 
but less than a year, and physically appears 
to be one year old it will suffice for Qurbani. 
(Fatawa Hindiyyah)

 A cow, bull, buffalo or camel will suffice 
for seven persons provided no one’s share 
is less than one seventh and the niyyah 
(intention) of  all partners is to attain reward 
and not merely to obtain meat. (Fatawa 
Shaamiyah)

 A goat, sheep or ram will suffice for 
the Qurbani of  one person only. (Fatawa 
Hindiyyah)

 It is permissible and preferable to slaugh-
ter a castrated animal. (Fatawa Mahmoodi-
yah)

 It is advisable to purchase the Qurbani 
animal a few days prior to slaughtering 
in order to build up some form of  attach-
ment with the animal by taking care of  it. 
(Fatawa Hindiyyah)

Animals chosen for Qurbani should be 
healthy, free from faults and defects. (Fa-
tawa Shaamiyah)

Animals with Defects
The following animals are not suitable for 
Qurbani:
1) An animal that is blind, one-eyed or has 
lost more than one-third of  its eyesight. 
(Fatawa Hindiyyah)
2) Animals that have lost more than a third 
of  the ear. Similarly, animals which have no 
ears from birth. Animals with small ears are 
suitable. (Fatawa Hindiyyah)
3) Animals whose horn/s has been broken 
off  from the root. However, an animal born 
without horns or if  the horns are broken 
off  but not from the root is suitable for 

Qurbani. (Fatawa Shaamiyah)
4) Animals which have one lame leg to the 
extent that it walks on three legs only and is 
unable to use the fourth leg. However if  the 
animal can walk to the place of  slaughter on 
the fourth leg with a limp it will be allowed. 
(Fatawa Shamiyah)
5) Animals so lean and thin that their bones 
have no marrow. (Fatawa Shamiyah)
6) If  an animal gets injured whilst being 
slaughtered, e.g. it’s leg breaks, ear gets 
cut etc., the Qurbani will be valid. (Fatawa 
Shamiyah)
7) If  an animal was bought in a healthy and 
perfect state and thereafter became unfit for 
Qurbani then, 
a. If  the owner is not wealthy (does not pos-
sess of  nisaab) it will be permissible to offer 
this animal for

Qurbani. 
b. If  the owner is wealthy (possesses the 
Nisaab), then it is compulsory for him to 
obtain another animal. (Fatawa Shamiyah)

Miscellaneous Masaail
 If  there are various venues for Eid Salaah, 
slaughtering is permitted after any one 
venue has terminated with the Eid Salaah. 
(Fataawa Shamiyyah)

A man may purchase his wife’s animal 
from his wealth with her consent. (Fatawa 
Hindiyyah)

It is Mustahab (preferable) for a person 
intending Qurbani not to cut/trim his hair 
and nails from the first of  Zul Hijjah till 
after his animal is slaughtered. (Ahsanul 
Fatawa)

Qurbani will be discharged if  one ap-
points a proxy for this task and the proxy 
fulfils the task. The proxy may be an organi-
sation or an individual. (Fatawa Hindiyyah)

If  an animal purchased for Qurbani gives 
birth before its slaughter, it is best to give 
the live new born in charity. Alternately, the 
new born animal should be slaughtered and 
the meat given in charity. (Fatawa Shami-
yah)

If  a traveller returned home or a person 
acquired the required wealth on the 12th 
of  Zul Hijjah before sunset, it will be Wajib 
upon him to perform Qurbani. (Fatawa 
Hindiyyah)

The Qurbani (slaughter) of  a woman in 
haidh (menstruation) or nifaas (afterbirth 
period) is valid and permissible. (Fatawa 
Mahmoodiyah)

Method of Slaughtering 
an Animal
A Muslim should take every care to 
slaughter an animal without subjecting it 
to unnecessary pain and torture. This was 
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the instruction of  Rasoolullah Sallallaahu 
Alayhi Wa Sallam. The following are perti-
nent points to be kept in mind.

The knife to be used for slaughter should 
be well sharpened so that it slits the throat 
immediately, without causing undue pain to 
the animal.

The knife should not be sharpened in 
front of  the animals.

The animal to be slaughtered should 
be given food and water; it should not be 
slaughtered when it is hungry and thirsty

It should not be brutally dragged along to 
the place of  slaughter.

The animal should be slaughtered at an 
isolated place so that other animals cannot 
witness the slaughter.

It should be laid on the ground with ease, as it 
is abominable to use undue force.

 As soon as the animal has been placed on 
the ground, one should hasten in slaughtering it. 
Undue delay must be avoided.

 The animal should not be slaughtered with 
such a force that its head is severed, or the knife 
reaches the spinal cord.

 It is incorrect to slaughter the animal above 
the neck because it causes the animal too much 
pain and agony.

The animal should be left after slaughtering in 
such a way as to freely kick in its death throes.

After slaughtering, the head should not be cut 
off nor should the animal be skinned until all 
movements has completely stopped. 

While slaughtering, a Muslim should say: 
‘Bismillah Allahu Akbar’ (In the name of Allah, 
Allah is the greatest).

It is more virtuous to slaughter the animal 
with one’s own hands. If one is unable to slaugh-
ter, it is advisable that one witnesses the sacrifice. 
It is not necessary to make the niyyah (intention) 
of Qurbani verbally, however it is necessary to 
say Bismillah Allahu Akbar when slaughtering. 

The Qurbani animal should be placed on it’s 
left side facing the Qiblah and the following dua 
should be recited before slaughtering the animal:

“I have set my direction firmly and truly 
towards Him Who created the heavens end the 
earth. And never shall I give partners to Allah. 
Verily, my worship and my sacrifice, my living 
and my dying are for Allah Sustainer of the 
worlds. O Allah this sacrifice is from you and is 
for you.”

When slaughtering the 
animal recite:
 “In the name of  Allah. Allah is the Great-
est.”

Du’aa to be read after 
Zabah (sacrifice):
O Allah accept from me this sacrifice like 
you have accepted from your beloved Mu-

hammad and your friend Ibrahim. Peace be 
upon them.”

The Meat of the Sacrificed 
Animal

• The meat of  the animal which has 
more than one share should be 
distributed by weighing it and not by 
estimation unless the head and feet 
and skin form part or the distributed 
shares. (Fatawa Shamiyah)

• It is preferable to divide the meat 
into three parts. One part for one’s 
family, another should be distributed 
among friends and relatives and the 
third amongst the poor and needy. 
If  a person has a very large family 
he may keep all the meat. (Fatawa 
Shamiyah)

• It is unlawful to sell the Qurbani 
meat. (Fatawa Hindiyyah)

• It is not permissible to tender the 
skin or meat as payment to the 
slaughterer (or skinner). Their fees 
should be paid separately. (Fatawa 
Shamiyah)

• It is not permissible to give meat, fat, 
etc. of  the sacrificed animal to the 
butcher as compensation for services 
rendered. (Fatawa Shamiyah)

• The meat of  the voluntary (Nafl) 
Qurbani, which has made for a de-
ceased person, may be eaten by all, 
just like one’s own Qurbani.

• Qurbani meat may be consumed by 
oneself  and may be served to others, 
for example, at a Walima.

• Qurbani meat may be given out 
cooked or uncooked.

• It is not permissible for one to eat 
the meat of  the following sacrificed 
animals:

Sacrifice that is made as a Kaffaarah (pen-
alty) for a Jinaayat (error/mistake) commit-
ted during Hajj/ Umrah.

Sacrifice made for a deceased person 
on his Wasiyyat i.e. his instruction before 
his death. The meat of  these two types of  
sacrifices has to be distributed to the poor 
and needy only.

The Skin of the Qurbani 
Animal
It is permissible to utilize the skin for one’s 
personal use, e.g. he may use it as a Musalla 
or a leather bucket etc. However, if  the 
skin is sold, it is not permissible to use the 
income thereof. It is Wajib to give it in char-
ity. Sale of  the skin without the intention 
of  disbursing the money in charity is not 
permitted. (Fatawa Hindiyyah)

It is not permissible to give the skin in lieu 

of  any services rendered. (Fatawa Hindi-
yyah)

Warning for those who 
Ignore Qurbani
Hazrat Abu Hurairah Radhiyallaahu Anhu 
reports that Rasoolullah Sallallaahu Alayhi 
Wa Sallam said, “He who has the means 
of  performing Qurbani but does not do so 
should not come close to our Eidgah (Place 
of  Eid Salaah). 

Qurbani on behalf  of  Rasoolullah Sallal-
laahu Alayhi Wa Sallam or any Deceased 
Muslim

If  one has been favoured by Allah with 
wealth, then he should preferably perform 
Qurbani on behalf  of  Rasoolullah Sallal-
laahu Alayhi Wa Sallam as well. One may 
also include the Prophets Alayhimus Sa-
laam, the Sahabah Radhiyallaahu Anhum, 
the entire Ummah, and all those living or 
deceased relatives, friends and teachers who 
have conveyed Deeni knowledge or been a 
cause of  benefit to one.

Hazrat Ali Radhiyallaahu Anhu reports, 
“Rasoolullah Sallallaahu Alayhi Wa Sallam 
instructed me to perform Qurbani on his 
behalf. Thus, I will continue to make Qur-
bani (on behalf  of  Rasoolullah Sallallaahu 
Alayhi Wa Sallam. (I’laa us Sunan)

Abu Talha Radhiyallaahu Anhu has 
related that the Rasoolullah Sallallaahu 
Alayhi Wa Sallam sacrificed a ram and 
while sacrificing the next animal said, “This 
is on behalf  of  every one of  my Ummah 
who believed in me and testified (to my 
prophethood)” (Tabrani)  

The Takbeeraat of 
Tashreeq
It is Wajib (incumbent) for every adult 
Muslim male to recite the Takbeeraat of  
Tashreeq after every Fardh Salaat-per-
formed with Jamaat or individually from 
the Fajr of  the 9th of  Zul-Hijjah to the Asr 
of  the 13th of  Zul Hijjah. The Takbeeraat 
should be recited once only. The words are 
as follows:

Allahu Akbar, Allahu Akbar laa ilaha 
illallahu wallahu akbar. Allahu Akbar walil-
laahil hamd.

Translation: “Allah is the Greatest, Allah 
is the Greatest. There is no deity besides 
Allah and Allah is the Greatest. Allah is 
the Greatest and all praises belong to Him 
Alone.”

NB. Men should recite this Takbeer audi-
bly whilst females should do so silently.

May Allah Ta’aala grant us ability to 
practice. 

Aameen.
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 HOME REMEDIES

Each year, millions suffer fromburn 
injuries. This high incidence can be 
attributed to the lack of  proper safety 

measures.
For serious burn injuries, it is mandatory 

to seek medical help as soon as possible. 
However, minor burns like sunburns or 
household burns, can be treated with certain 
home remedies to minimize pain.

These home remedies include easy-to-fol-
low steps using materials that you will find 
in your kitchen. However, always remember 
that these remedies are not a substitute for 
prescribed treatments by healthcare profes-
sionals.

Plantain leaves: 

A very popular remedy for treating burns, 
the leaves of  the herbaceous Plantain plant 
are known for their mild anti-inflammatory 
and anti-microbial actions. All you need to 
do is smash the leaves properly and apply 
it directly over the burnt area. Although 
native to Europe and Asia, these plants can 
be found in almost all places where there 
is sufficient water. The main component in 
these leaves that help to cure burn cases are 
tannins, mucilage and iridoid glycosides.

Cool water: 

An important first aid for curing first and 
second degree burns is by cooling the burnt 

area under cold running water. This should 
be done for around 10-15 minutes or until 
the pain subsides a little. If  this is not pos-
sible, immerse the burnt area directly in cold 
water or use a cold compressor. However, 
remember not to put ice directly after injury. 
The prime aim of  cooling the burn is to 
reduce the swelling by conducting the heat 
away from the skin.

Vinegar: 

An outstanding first-aid burn treatment 
is by using diluted vinegar on the area. 
This compound acts as an antiseptic and 
astringent thus helping to prevent any kind 
of  infection on the burnt area. Before apply-
ing, dilute equal parts of  vinegar and water. 
Next, using a clean piece of  cloth, cover 
the injured area with this solution. If  you 
feel the pain becoming stronger again after 
sometime, replace the cloth with a fresh 
one.

Honey: 
In case you don’t have access to vinegar, 
coat a layer of  honey over the burnt area. 
According to studies, dressing burnt areas 
with honey promotes healing and reduces 
the pain. This is because honey helps to 
draw out fluids from the tissues thereby 
effectively cleaning the wound. Alternately, 
you can also apply honey using a piece of  
cloth or a sterile gauge bandage.

Tea bags: 

A handy treatment for curing minor kitchen 
burns, tea bags help to draw out heat from 
the area. Both black and green teas are 
known for their anti-oxidizing and cooling 
properties. All you need to do is just dip a 
tea bag in a bowl of  cold water and then 
apply it directly over the area. This will not 
only help to soothe the pain but also prevent 
any kind of  infection on the burnt area. A 
second method involves mixing 3-4 tea bags 
in 4 cups of  boiling water and then adds 2 
cups of  fresh mint leaves to it. Allow this 
to cool and then slowly dab this concoction 
over the area using a swab of  cotton.

Lavender oil: 

Apart from its uses in aromatherapy, 
lavender oil is also used as a popular home 
remedy for minor burns. Its main use is to 
prevent the stinging pain associated with 
burns and protects the inner layers of  the 
skin around the burnt area from infection.

Home remedies 
for burns
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Ismail Merchant was an Indian Memon 
film producer, best known for the results 
of  his famously long collaboration with 

Merchant Ivory Productions which included 
director (and Merchant’s longtime profes-
sional and personal partner) James Ivory as 
well as screenwriter Ruth Prawer Jhabvala. 
Their films won six Academy Awards.

Merchant succeeded as an independ-
ent producer in Hollywood for more than 
40 years. His strength lay in funding his 
projects, particularly in his ability to pro-
duce films for several million dollars less 
than those of  his contemporaries.

Ismail Merchant Born in Bombay in25 
December1936, he was the son of  Hazra 
and Noormohamed Haji Abdul Rehman, a 
Mumbai Memon textile dealer. He grew up 
bilingual in Gujarati and Urdu, and learned 
Arabic and English at school.When he was 
11, he and his family were caught up in 
the 1947 partitioning of  India. His father 
was president of  the Muslim League, and 
refused to move to Pakistan. Merchant later 
said that he carried memories of  the “butch-
ery and riots” into adulthood.

He studied at St. Xavier’s College, Bom-
bay and it was here that he developed his 
love of  film. When he was 22, he traveled 
to the United States to study at New York 
University, where he earned an MBA. He 
supported himself  by working as a mes-
senger for the United Nations and used this 
opportunity to persuade Indian delegates to 
fund his film projects. He said of  this experi-
ence that “I was not intimidated by anyone 
or anything”

In 1961, he made a short film, The Creation 
of Woman. It was shown at the Cannes Film 
Festival and also received an Academy Award 
nomination.In 1961, Merchant and director 
James Ivory formed the film production com-
pany Merchant Ivory Productions. Merchant 
was also Ivory’s long-term life partner. Their 
professional and romantic partnership lasted 
from the early 1960s until Merchant’s death 
in 2005.[5] Their partnership has a place in 
the Guinness Book of World Records for the 
longest partnership in independent cinema 
history. Until Merchant’s death in 2005, they 

produced nearly 40 films, including a number 
of award winners. Novelist Ruth Prawer 
Jhabvala was the screenwriter for most of  
their productions.

In 1963, MIP premiered its first produc-
tion, The Householder, based upon a novel 
by Jhabvala (she also wrote the screenplay). 
This feature became the first Indian-made 
film to be distributed internationally by a 
major American studio, Columbia Pictures. 
However, it wasn’t until the 1970s that the 
partnership “hit on a successful formula for 
studied, slow-moving pieces ... Merchant 
Ivory became known for their attention 
to period detail and the opulence of  their 
sets”. Their first success in this style was 
Jhabvala’s adaptation of  Henry James’s The 

Europeans.
In addition to producing, Merchant di-

rected a number of  films and two television 
features. For television, he directed a short 
feature entitled Mahatma and the Mad Boy, 
and a full-length television feature, The 
Courtesans of  Bombay made for Britain’s 
Channel Four. Merchant made his film 
directorial debut with 1993’s In Custody 
based on a novel by Anita Desai, and 
starring Bollywood actor Shashi Kapoor. 
Filmed in Bhopal,India, win National 
Awards from the Government of  India 
for Best Production Design and special 
award for the lead actor Shashi Kapoor. His 
second directing feature, “The Proprietor,” 
starred Jeanne Moreau, Sean Young, Jean-

Ismail Noormohamed 
Merchant
Hollywood Film Producer, director, writer
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Pierre Aumont and Christopher Cazenove 
and was filmed on location in Paris.

Merchant was also well known for his 
“lavish private parties”.He was fond of  
cooking, and he wrote several books on 
the art including Ismail Merchant’s Indian 
Cuisine; Ismail Merchant’s Florence; Ismail 
Merchant’s Passionate Meals and Ismail 
Merchant’s Paris: Filming and Feasting in 
France. He also wrote books on film-mak-
ing, including a book about the making of  
the film The Deceivers in 1988 called Hul-
labaloo in Old Jeypur, and another about 
the making of  The Proprietor called Once 
Upon a Time . . . The Proprietor. His last 
book was entitled, My Passage From India: 
A Filmmaker’s Journey from Bombay to 
Hollywood and Beyond.

In 2002, he was awarded the Padma 
Bhushan. He was also a recipient of  The 
International Center in New York’s Award 
of  Excellence.

Merchant died in 25 May 2005 Westmin-
ster, London, aged 68, following surgery for 
abdominal ulcers.

He was buried in the Bada Kabrestan in 
Marine Lines, Mumbai, on 28 May 2005, in 
keeping with his wish to be laid to rest with 
his ancestors.

CREDITS

Film Producer 
• The Creation of  Woman, Trident Films, 

1960 
• The Sword and the Flute (short film), 

1961 
• The Householder (also known as Ghar-

bar), Royal Productions,1963 
• The Delhi Way, 1964 
• Shakespeare Wallah, Continental Dis-

tributing, 1965 
• The Guru, Twentieth Century-Fox, 

1968 
• Bombay Talkie, Merchant-Ivory, 1970 
• Adventures of  a Brown Man in Search 

of  Civilization (documentary),New 
Yorker, 1971 

• (With James Ivory) Savages, Angelika, 
1972 

• Helen, Queen of  the Nautch Girls, 1973 
• The Wild Party, American International 

Pictures, 1975 
• (With Ivory) Sweet Sounds, 1976 
• Roseland, Cinema Shares, 1977 
• Hullabaloo over Georgie and Bonnie’s 

Pictures, Contemporary, 1979 
• The Europeans, Levitt-Pickman, 1979 
• The Five Forty-Eight, Films, Inc., 1979 
• Jane Austen in Manhattan, Contempo-

rary, 1980 
• Quartet, New World Pictures, 1981 
• Heat and Dust, Universal, 1982 
• (With Ivory) The Courtesans of  Bom-

bay (documentary), New Yorker, 1983 
• The Bostonians, Almi, 1984 
• A Room with a View, Cinecom Interna-

tional, 1986 
• Maurice, Cinecom International, 1987 
• The Deceivers, Cinecom International, 

1988 
• (With Gary Hendler) Slaves of  New 

York, TriStar, 1989 
• Mr. & Mrs. Bridge, Miramax, 1990 
• The Ballad of  the Sad Cafe, Angelika, 

1991 
• Howards End, Sony Picture Classics, 

1992 
• (With Mike Nichols and John Calley) 

The Remains of  the Day, Columbia, 
1993 

• Jefferson in Paris, Buena Vista, 1995 
• Surviving Picasso, Warner Bros., 1996 
• A Soldier’s Daughter Never Cries, Octo-

ber Films, 1998 
• Cotton Mary, 1999 Artistic License, 

2000 
• The Golden Bowl (also known as La 

coupe d’or), Miramax, 2000 Lions Gate 
Films, 2001 

Film Executive Producer 
• My Little Girl, Starmaker, 1986 
• Sweet Lorraine, Angelika Films, 1987 
• The Perfect Murder, 1988 
• Feast of  July, Buena Vista, 1995 
• Side Streets, Cargo Films/nuMedien, 

1997 

Film Director 
• The Creation of  Woman, Trident Films, 

1960 
• The Courtesans of  Bombay (documen-

tary), New Yorker, 1983 
• In Custody (also known as Hifazaat), 

Sony Picture Classics,1993 
• Lumiere et compagnie (documentary; 

also known as Lumiere and Company 
and Lumiere y compania), Pierre Grise 
Distribution, 1995 

• The Proprietor (also known as La pro-
prietaire), Warner Bros., 1996 

• Cotton Mary, 1999 Artistic License, 
2000 

• The Mystic Masseur, Merchant-Ivory 
Productions, 2001 

Film Appearances 
• Master of  ceremonies, The Guru, Twen-

tieth Century-Fox, 1969 
• Fate machine producer, Bombay Talkie, 

Merchant-Ivory Productions,1970 
• Tipoo sultan’s ambassador, Jefferson in 

Paris, Buena Vista, 1995 

Television Producer 
• Movies 
• (With James Ivory; and director) Mahat-

ma and the Mad Boy, 1973 
• The Autobiography of  a Princess, 1975 
• Television Work 
• Episodic 
• (With James Ivory) Executive producer, 

“Noon Wine,” American Playhouse, 
PBS, 1985 

• Television Appearances Episodic 
• Appeared on 60 Minutes. 
• RECORDINGS Albums 
• Participated in the recording Merchant 

Ivory Productions: 25th Anniversary, 
1962-1987, and 1988. 

WRITINGS Film Scripts 
• The Courtesans of  Bombay (documen-

tary), New Yorker, 1983 

Other Writings 
• Ismail Merchant’s Indian Cuisine, St. 

Martin’s (New York City), 1986 
• Hullabaloo in Old Jeypore: The Making 

of  “The Deceivers,” Doubleday (New 
York City), 1989 

• Ismail Merchant’s Vegetarian Cuisine, 
1991 

• Ismail Merchant’s Florence: Filming 
and Feasting in Tuscany, Abrams (New 
York City), 1993 

• Ismail Merchant’s Passionate Meals: 
The New Indian Cuisine for Fearless 
Cooks and Adventurous Eaters, Hype-
rion Press (Westport, CT), 1994 

• Once Upon a Time ... The Proprietor, 
1996 

• Ismail Merchant’s Paris: Filming and 
Feasting in France, Abrams, 1999



 A GRUMBLE

Some people age gracefully while oth-
ers do not due to increasing pressures, 
tensions and unabated worries. How 

truly it has been said that old age creeps 
upon one unawares. As one ages, human 
faculties gradually begin to slow down. 
Dark hair, which you were once proud of, 
turns grey, the eyesight starts failing, teeth 
begin to deteriorate making it difficult to 
eat and the stamina also registers a decline. 
It also becomes difficult to walk fast, never 
mind being able to run or take part in games 
and sports. After living an active life ageing 
makes one fidgety, this is accompanied by 
physical and emotional changes. Indecisive-
ness, pensive moods, dulling of  memory, 
growing temper, fretting over trifles and in-
tolerance of  other’s view-point become the 
hallmark of  life. Retirement brings a change 
in one’s social status as instead of  sharing 
responsibilities with others and drawing 
a fabulous salary every month one has to 
depend on the small pittance in the name of  
pension or ‘Old Age Benefit.’

Each passing day brings new social, 
economic and health problems, ranging 
from minor problems like body aches and 
insomnia to more serious ones like high-
blood pressure, urinary disorders, and 
at times the dreaded cancer or any other 
wasting disease. To add to that you can not 
relish your favourite food like sweetmeats, 
Icecreams, chocolates, cakes, cold-drinks 
and even fruits like mango in order to keep 
blood sugar under control. Sugar-free, 

salt-free and fat-free food is now your fate, 
whether you like it or not. You are advised 
to give up meaty and spicy food and be con-
tent with insipid and tasteless pulses or leafy 
vegetables for your health’s sake, though 
some of  us at the risk of  fatal diseases refuse 
to take controlled diet despite knowing that 
‘prevention is always better than cure’. 

Some people however, meet old age with 
a positive attitude and continue to live life 
to the full, like my next door neighbor, who 
though now in his late 80s still goes to the 
nearby mosque to say his prayers, as and 
when he can, and instead of  using the chair 
meant for the old people sits on the carpeted 
floor. He has a couple of  like minded 
friends who keep themselves busy by doing 
social work, like helping the poor patients 
or acting as a match-maker for the neigh-
bourhood’s eligibles.

The breezy side of  advancing age is that 
you are addressed as ‘Sir or Uncle’ by the 
area vendors, shopkeepers and the neigh-
bourhood children and apologized to if  
still sought by your children and you are in 
the decision making position in matter of  
accepting or refusing marriage proposals or 
settling disputes between estranged couples 
or other soured relations. Your grandchil-
dren seek your company for playing indoor 
games like ludo, snakes & ladders and 
carom (if  and when they get away from the 
computer or the TV) and insist that you take 
them to the near by public park, where they 
can play and breathe the fresh air under the 

azure sky, and coax you into buying them 
goodies like chips, peanuts and pop corn.

Ageing makes one physically weak, emo-
tionally fragile and distraught but it also has 
a balmy side. People are generally helpful 
to the elderly; for instance if  you are trying 
to cross a busy road and are hesitant due 
to fast moving traffic someone among the 
passers by will help you to reach the other 
side, or if  you are standing in a long queue 
at a bank to pay your utility bills, under 
the blistering sun, someone will let you 
pay your bills out of  turn to save you the 
inconvenience. 

Similarly, those who have to travel in 
public transport are often offered a seat by 
someone or if  on foot someone will offer a 
lift as far as he/she can.

Such sights are very rare in the West, 
although they care and claim so much for 
the welfare of  the homeless people. It is 
heartening to see that senior citizens are 
cared for in our society despite the fact 
that it has become so materialistic, though 
there are families where the elderly are not 
considered to have their utility. We ought to 
care about the old people who, in a way, are 
our national asset due to their experience 
and knowledge. 

The notion that old people are a burden 
on us is also not acceptable in any way. 
They can still contribute their bit for the bet-
terment of  social and moral values, as well 
as customs and traditions that still matter 
much to us.

On 
Getting 
Old
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 MEDICAL SCIENCE

Back pain and neck pain are two of  the 
most common problems affecting adults of  
all ages. While most painful episodes are 
only temporary, those afflicted with chronic 
conditions endure long term suffering that 
can deal a serious blow to the quality of  
everyday life. As part of  this issue’s special 
focus on bones and joints, Better Health 
turned to Dr. Verapan Kuansongtham, 
an orthopedic surgeon and Director of  
Bumrungrad’s Spine Specialists Centre. For 
an expert look at how advances in treating 
chronic back and neck pain are helping 
patients enjoy healthier, less painful lives.

Chronic pain
Pain that persists for at least three months 
without responding to treatment usually 
medication and/or physical therapy is clas-
sified as chronic. “Back and neck pain are 
very common in adults,” Dr. Verapan says. 
“Most cases aren’t serious and are often 
caused by bad posture habits or heavy physi-
cal activity that strains muscles and causes 
temporary pain.” 

Patients can usually conquer an episode of  
back or neck pain with a combination of bet-
ter posture, more rest and anti-inflammatory 
pain medication. However, areas such as the 
arms or legs, patients should consult their 
doctor, as these symptoms may be a sign of a 
more serious nervous system condition.

Internal and external
There are both internal and external causes 

for back and neck pain. Possible internal 
causes include spinal conditions such as 
herniated discs, spondylitis, spondylolisthe-
sis, scoliosis and spinal metastasis; common 
external factors include poor body posture, 
injuries and medical conditions arising from 
physical activities.

Poor posture - sitting in the same posi-
tion for a prolonged period, sitting without 
proper back support, or slouching with 
the back or neck straining forward, among 
others - puts excessive pressure on back and 
neck bones. When these bad habits continue 
over many months or years, bones begin to 
degenerate, resulting in chronic back and 
neck pain.

While car accidents and sporting mishaps 
can result in painful back and neck injuries, 
they account for a relatively small percent-
age of  back and neck pain cases. In fact, 
while an accident would seem to be the 
obvious cause for a patient’s painful symp-
toms, closer examination often uncovers a 
pre-existing problem like bone degenera-
tion whose symptoms are triggered by an 
accident.

Diagnosis critical
Making an accurate, precise diagnosis is 
the critical first step in successfully treating 
painful back and neck problems. “When 
a patient comes for evaluation, the doctor 
usually begins the diagnostic process by ask-
ing about the patient’s medical history, “Dr. 
Verapan explains. “This is an especially 

important first step; a precise diagnosis for 
a patient who has been suffering for a very 
long time perhaps several years usually 
warrants more than just a few minutes time 
to fully understand the exact source of  the 
problem.”

It’s not unusual for chronic conditions to 
persist when patients aren’t properly diag-
nosed and the real cause is left unidentified. 
Some may be examined only by touch, and 
if  the pain hasn’t spread to other parts of  
the body, and treatment they’re prescribed is 
unlikely to relieve their symptoms. With the 
pain still present, patients can become more 
desperate and change doctors in search of  
relief. “That makes a thorough, detailed 
medical history vital to proper diagnosis,” 
says Dr. Verapan. “Doctors also have a 
range of  tests such as X-ray imaging and 
MRI scans to help identify the source of  
the problem so that the proper treatment 
strategy can be implemented.”

Managing pain
The next step is to determine the opti-
mal course of  treatment usually a com-
bination of  medication, physiotherapy 
and rest.  According to Dr. Verapan, 
there are many treatment options to 
be considered. But the following three 
procedures are among the best options 
as, in addition to successfully relieving 
pain. They have also been shown to play 
a major role in boosting patient’s every-
day quality of  life.

Better help for 
back and neck pain
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1. Local Steroid Injection
Local steroid injection is a non surgi-
cal treatment for patients who fail to 
get relief  from medication and physical 
therapy, but whose conditions don’t war-
rant surgery.

“Many patients are treated successfully 
with local steroid injection even more 
than the number of  patients who require 
surgery,” Dr. Verapan notes. “The specific 
injection can be curative while at the same 
time confirming that the area of  injection 
is the source of  the problem. MRI results 
sometimes identify multiple possible areas 
of  degenerated discs. To pinpoint a precise 
injection area, the doctor has to evaluate 
many pieces of  information such as a pa-
tient’s clinical examination results, medical 
records, and the opinions of  the surgical 
team. This is all taken into consideration 
when formulating an effective treatment 
plan.”

The anti inflammatory medication lasts 
for about three month. For many patients, 
the pain disappears, but recurrence is 
possible if  patients don’t correct their un-
healthy habits such as poor posture or sed-
entary lifestyles. “In more serious cases, 
spinal injection may help for a while, but 
the pain can return once the medication 

wears off, “Dr. Verapan explains. “The 
patient may eventually require surgical 
treatment as a last resort. By this stage, 
the doctor would already know the nature 
of  the problem, so the surgery can be 
more precise, with smaller incisions and 
faster patient’s recovery.”

2. Endoscopic Spine Surgery
Endoscopic spine surgery is a procedure 
that uses a tiny camera to help treat chronic 
back pain caused by herniated spinal discs 
or lumbar spinal stenosis - degenerative 
spinal disorders stemming from repeated 
improper use of  the spine over an extended 
period of  time. Dr. Verapan explains the 
procedure: “Endoscopic surgical techniques 
and tools were invented by a German 
doctor. The procedure involves a small 
incision requiring surgical skills as much 
as advanced equipment. Our surgical team 
has been working with German doctors to 
improve techniques and procedures as well 
as to develop more advanced tools. So we 
have now reached the point of  becoming 
a medical knowledge center for endoscopy 
in Asia, with a team of  surgeons capable 
of  performing edoscopic spine surgeries for 
more than 95 percent of  cases of  patients 
with herniated spinal discs and lumbar 

spinal stenosis.” Endoscopic spine surgery 
is typically recommended for patients with 
spinal disorders that cause, and are coupled 
with, pain and weakness in the legs.

3. Artificial  Disc Replacement 
Artificial disc replacement (ADR) is a 
surgical procedure in which a damaged 
or degenerated spinal disc in the neck 
or back is replaced with an artificial 
disc. Following successful recovery from 
surgery, patients can enjoy normal body 
movement and resume their daily lives 
without pain.

“ADR is a significant improvement over 
conventional spinal fusion surgery, which 
placed a heavy burden on neighboring joints 
that could eventually lead to further disc 
degeneration,” notes Dr. Verapan. Disc 
replacement surgery as a last resort option 
to be considered only when all other treat-
ments prove unsuccessful.”

While treatments for spinal disorders con-
tinue to improve, the main cause of  chronic 
back and neck pain - bad posture - remains 
unchanged.” After treatment,” urges Dr. 
Verapan, “Patients who don’t want their 
pain to recur need to be vigilant about doing 
strengthening exercises for back muscles 
and practicing correct body posture.”    

Consuming a healthy diet is one of  
the most important things in safe-
guarding health. There is a special 

connection between particular foods and the 
maintenance of  healthy cartilage, joints and 
muscles. Certain foods can help strengthen, 
as well as prevent the destruction of  joints. 

The joints are the intersection of  two 
bones. The ends of  the bones are covered 
with cartilage (smooth, durable substance 
that allows bones to glide over each other 
with minimal friction). Cartilage also acts as 
a cushioning device to absorb force applied 
to the joints.

What is joint pain (Osteoarthritis)?
Osteoarthritis is a degenerative disease of  
the joints. In this condition the cartilage 
(cushion) present on the bone is destroyed 
(mainly due to age factor) and is broken in 
pieces.

Who may be affected by this disease?
Most commonly middle aged and older 
people are affected. This disease affects fifty 
percent of  the people by the age of  65. OA 

can range from very mild to very severe. 
Women are more affected before the age of  
40 while men are more affected after 40. It 
affects hands and weight-bearing joints such 
as knees, hips, feet and the back.

What are symptoms?
Wear and tear on cartilage in the joints 
breaks it down, creating crevices and 
bumps. This caused stiffness, pain, and loss 
of  flexibility that gradually worsens. Typical 
symptoms include pain in frequently used 
joints such as the hands, shoulders, hips, 
knees etc. The joints that are affected most 
often are those that bear the body weight.

Prevention & Treatment
You can reduce disease progression and 
severity of  pain by following few guide-
lines. Fat or obese people feel more severe 
pain. Increased weight makes the pain and 
inflammation worse in joints of  knee, ankle 
and hip. To reduce weight, eat proper diet 
and do some exercises. It will help to reduce 
the symptoms. Accidents can increase the 
risk.

How to live better life with osteoarthritis?
Try to save knees from strains. Sit upright. 
If  you have to carry weight, try to put it 
on healthy and big joints. Try to keep your 
body straight. Don’t sit in one position for 
a long period, try to walk after a while. Ask 
your doctor for advice on our daily activi-
ties.

How can you be friendly to your joints?
This disease is progressive and expands 
over years and months. With the progress 
of  medical science, it is possible to limit the 
severity of  disease, reduce the pain with the 
use of  drugs.

Pain can also be reduced by physi-
otherapy. Do some light exercises. Isometric 
exercises are beneficial.

To remain healthy, all cartilage, regard-
less of  type, needs proteoglycans to attract 
and maintain water molecules; however, it 
is difficult for most people to achieve a well 
balanced diet and therefore dietary supple-
mentation is often necessary.

Your physiotherapist or physician will 
help you in this regard.

Bone Joints
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Few things feel more terrifying and 
random than a stroke, which can strike 
without warning. And fear of stroke -- 

when a blood vessel in or leading to the brain 
bursts or is blocked by a blood clot, starving 
brain cells of oxygen and nutrients -- is well 
founded. After all, stroke is the number-three 
killer in the U.S., affecting more than 700,000 
people each year. Here are five foods that 
cause the damage that leads to stroke.

1. Crackers, chips, and 
store-bought pastries and 
baked goods

Muffins, doughnuts, chips, crackers, and 
many other baked goods are high in trans fats, 
which are hydrogenated oils popular with 
commercial bakeries because they stay solid 
at room temperature, so the products don’t 
require refrigeration. Also listed on labels as 
“partially hydrogenated” or hydrogenated oils, 
trans fats are found in all kinds of snack foods, 
frozen foods, and baked goods, including 
salad dressings, microwave popcorn, stuffing 
mixes, frozen tater tots and French fries, cake 
mixes, and whipped toppings. They’re also 
what makes margarine stay in a solid cube. 
The worst offenders are fried fast foods such 
as onion rings, French fries, and fried chicken.

Why it’s bad
For years scientists have known trans fats are 
dangerous artery-blockers, upping the concen-
trations of lipids and bad cholesterol in the 
blood and lowering good cholesterol. Now we 
can add stroke to the list of dangers. This year 
researchers at the University of North Caro-
lina found that women who ate 7 grams of  
trans fat each day -- about the amount in two 
doughnuts or half a serving of French fries 
-- had 30 percent more strokes (the ischemic 
type, caused by blocked blood flow to the 

brain) than women who ate just 1 gram a day. 
Another recent study, also in women, found 
that trans fats promoted inflammation and 
higher levels of C-reactive protein, which have 
been linked to an increased risk of diabetes, 
heart disease, and stroke.
What to do
Aim to limit trans fats to no more than 1 or 
2 grams a day -- and preferably none. Avoid 
fast-food French fries and other fried menu 
items and study packaged food labels closely. 
Even better, bake your own cookies, cakes, 
and other snacks. When you can’t, search out 
“health-food” alternative snacks, such as Terra 
brand potato chips and traditional whole grain 
crackers such as those made by Finn, Wasa, 
AkMak, Ryvita, and Lavasch.

2. Smoked and processed 
meats

Whether your weakness is pastrami, bacon, or 
a smoked turkey sandwich, the word from the 
experts is: Watch out.

Why it’s bad
Smoked and processed meats are nasty 
contributors to stroke risk in two ways: The 
preserving processes leave them packed with 
sodium, but even worse are the preservatives 
used to keep processed meats from going bad. 
Sodium nitrate and nitrite have been shown 
by researchers to directly damage blood ves-
sels, causing arteries to harden and narrow. 
And of course damaged, overly narrow blood 
vessels are exactly what you don’t want if  you 
fear stroke.

Many studies have linked processed meats 
to coronary artery disease (CAD); one meta-
analysis in the journal Circulation calculated a 
42-percent increase in coronary heart disease 
for those who eat one serving of processed 
meat a day. Stroke is not the only concern for 

salami fans; cancer journals have reported 
numerous studies in the past few years show-
ing that consumption of cured and smoked 
meats is linked with increased risk of diabetes 
and higher incidences of numerous types of  
cancer, including leukemia.

What to do
If a smoked turkey or ham sandwich is your 
lunch of choice, try to vary your diet, switch-
ing to tuna, peanut butter, or other choices 
several days a week. Or cook turkey and 
chicken yourself and slice it thin for sand-
wiches.

3. Diet soda

Although replacing sugary drinks with diet 
soda seems like a smart solution for keeping 
weight down -- a heart-healthy goal -- it turns 
out diet soda is likely a major bad guy when it 
comes to stroke.

Why it’s bad
People who drink a diet soda a day may up 
their stroke risk by 48 percent. A Columbia 
University study presented at the American 
Stroke Association’s 2011 International Stroke 
Conference followed 2,500 people ages 40 and 
older and found that daily diet soda drinkers 
had 60 percent more strokes, heart attacks, 
and coronary artery disease than those who 
didn’t drink diet soda. Researchers don’t know 
exactly how diet soda ups stroke risk -- and 
are following up with further studies -- but 
nutritionists are cautioning anyone concerned 
about stroke to cut out diet soda pop.

What to do
Substitute more water for soda in your daily 
diet. It’s the healthiest thirst-quencher by far, 
researchers say. If  you don’t like water, try 
lemonade, iced tea, or juice.

4. Red meat
This winter, when the respected journal 
Stroke published a study showing that women 

5 Foods That Can 
Trigger a Stroke
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who consumed a large portion of red meat 
each day had a 42-percent higher incidence 
of stroke, it got nutrition experts talking. The 
information that red meat, with its high satu-
rated fat content, isn’t healthy for those look-
ing to prevent heart disease and stroke wasn’t 
exactly news. But the percentage increase 
(almost 50 percent!) was both startling and 
solid; the researchers arrived at their finding 
after following 35,000 Swedish women for ten 
years.

Why it’s bad
Researchers have long known that the satu-
rated fat in red meat raises the risk of stroke 
and heart disease by gradually clogging arter-
ies with a buildup of protein plaques. Now 
it turns out that hemoglobin, the ingredient 
that gives red meat its high iron content, may 
pose a specific danger when it comes to stroke. 
Researchers are investigating whether blood 
becomes thicker and more viscous as a result 
of the consumption of so-called heme iron, 
specifically upping the chance of strokes.

What to do
Aim to substitute more poultry -- particularly 
white meat -- and fish, which are low in heme 
iron, for red meat. Also, choose the heart-
healthiest sources of protein whenever you 
can, especially beans, legumes, nuts, tofu, and 
nonfat dairy.

5. Canned soup and 
prepared foods

Whether it’s canned soup, canned spaghetti, 
or healthy-sounding frozen dinners, prepared 
foods and mixes rely on sodium to increase 
flavor and make processed foods taste fresher. 
Canned soup is cited by nutritionists as the 
worst offender; one can of canned chicken 
noodle soup contains more than 1,100 mg 
of sodium, while many other varieties, from 
clam chowder to simple tomato, have between 
450 and 800 mg per serving. Compare that to 
the American Heart and Stroke Association’s 
recommendation of less than1,500 mg of so-
dium daily and you’ll see the problem. In fact, 

a nutritionist-led campaign, the National Salt 
Reduction Initiative, calls on food companies 
to reduce the salt content in canned soup and 
other products by 20 percent in the next two 
years.

Why it’s bad
Salt, or sodium as it’s called on food labels, 
directly affects stroke risk. In one recent study, 
people who consumed more than 4,000 mg 
of sodium daily had more than double the 
risk of stroke compared to those who ate 
2,000 mg or less. Yet theCenters for Disease 
Control estimate that most Americans eat 
close to 3,500 mg of sodium per day. Studies 
show that sodium raises blood pressure, the 
primary causative factor for stroke. And be 
warned: Sodium wears many tricky disguises, 
which allow it to hide in all sorts of foods that 
we don’t necessarily think of as salty. Some 
common, safe-sounding ingredients that really 
mean salt:

• Baking soda
• Baking powder
• MSG (monosodium glutamate)
• Disodium phosphate
• Sodium alginate

What to do
Make your own homemade soups and 
entrees, then freeze individual serving-sized 
portions. Buy low-sodium varieties, but read 
labels carefully, since not all products marked 
“low sodium” live up to that promise.

Personality:
1. Don’t compare your life to others’. 
You have no idea what their journey is all 
about.
2. Don’t have negative thoughts of  things 
you cannot control. Instead invest your 
energy in the positive present moment 
3. Don’t overdo; keep your limits 
4. Don’t take yourself  so seriously; no one 
else does 
5. Don’t waste your precious energy on 
gossip 
6. Dream more while you are awake 
7. Envy is a waste of  time. You already have 
all you need..
8. Forget issues of  the past. Don’t remind 
your partner of  his/ her mistakes of  the 
past. That will ruin your present happiness.
9. Life is too short to waste time hating 
anyone. Don’t hate others.
10. Make peace with your past so it won’t 
spoil the present 
11. No one is in charge of  your happiness 

except you
12. Realize that life is a school and you are 
here to learn. Problems are simply part of  
the curriculum that appear and fade away 
like algebra class but the lessons you learn 
will last a lifetime.
13. Smile and laugh more
14. You don’t have to win every argument. 
Agree to disagree.

Community:
15. Call your family often
16. Each day give something good to others 
17. Forgive everyone for everything 
18. Spend time with people over the age of  
70 & under the age of  6 
19. Try to make at least three people smile 
each day 
20. What other people think of  you is none 
of  your business 
21. Your job will not take care of  you when 
you are sick. Your family and friends will. 
Stay in touch.

Life:
22. Put GOD first in anything and every-
thing that you think, say and do. 
23. GOD heals everything 
24. Do the right things 
25. However good or bad a situation is, it 
will change 
26. No matter how you feel, get up, dress up 
and show up 
27. The best is yet to come 
28. Get rid of  anything that isn’t useful, 
beautiful or joyful 
29. When you awake alive in the morning, 
thank GOD for it 
30. If  you know GOD, you will always be 
happy. So, be happy. 

While you practice all of  the above, share 
this knowledge with the people you love, 
people you school with, people you play 
with, people you work with and people you 
live with.

Not only will it enrich YOUR life, but 
also that of  those around you.

Points on how to improve your life
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1. Restaurant menus
Have you ever seen anyone wash off  a 
menu? Probably not. A recent study in 
the Journal of  Medical Virology reported 
that cold and flu viruses can survive for 
18 hours on hard surfaces. If  it’s a popu-
lar restaurant, hundreds of  people could 
be handling the menus–and passing their 
germs on to you. Never let a menu touch 
your plate or silverware, and wash your 
hands after you place your order. Or use 
antibacterial wipes.

2. Lemon wedges
According to a 2007 study in the Journal 
of  Environmental Health, nearly 70% of  
the lemon wedges perched on the rims of  
restaurant glasses contain disease-causing 
microbes. When the researchers ordered 
drinks at 21 different restaurants, they 
found 25 different microorganisms linger-
ing on the 76 lemons that they secured, 
including E. coli and other fecal bacteria. 
Tell your server that you’d prefer your 
beverage sans fruit. Why risk it?

Drinking lemon water instead of  soda is 
a good weight loss strategy. But you don’t 
have to ditch your diet just because you’re 
eating out.

3. Condiment dispensers
It’s the rare eatery that regularly bleaches 
its condiment containers. And the reality 
is that many people don’t wash their hands 
before eating, says Kelly Reynolds, PhD. 
So while you may be diligent, the guy who 
poured the ketchup before you may not 
have been, which means his germs are now 
on your fries.  Squirt hand sanitizer on the 

outside of  the condiment bottle or use a 
disinfectant wipe before you grab it.  Hold-
ing the bottle with a napkin won’t help; 
napkins are porous, so microorganisms can 
pass right through, Reynolds says.

4. Restroom door handles
Don’t think you can escape the restroom 
without touching the door handle? Palm 
a spare paper towel after you wash up 
and use it to grasp the handle. Yes, other 
patrons may think you’re a germphobe–but 
you’ll never see them again, and you’re the 
one who won’t get sick.

5. Soap dispensers
About 25% of  public restroom dispensers 
are contaminated with fecal bacteria. Soap 
that harbors bacteria may seem ironic, 
but that’s exactly what a recent study 
found. “Most of  these containers are never 
cleaned, so bacteria grow as the soap scum 
builds up,” says Charles Gerba, PhD. “And 
the bottoms are touched by dirty hands, so 
there’s a continuous culture feeding mil-
lions of  bacteria.” Be sure to scrub hands 
thoroughly with plenty of  hot water for 15 
to 20 seconds–and if  you happen to have 
an alcohol-based hand sanitizer, use that, 
too.

6. Grocery carts
The handles of  almost two-thirds of  the 
shopping carts tested in a 2007 study at the 
University of  Arizona were contaminated 
with fecal bacteria. In fact, the bacterial 
counts of  the carts exceeded those of  the 
average public restroom. Swab the handle 
with a disinfectant wipe before grabbing 

hold (stores are starting to provide them, 
so look around for a dispenser). And while 
you’re wheeling around the supermarket, 
skip the free food samples, which are noth-
ing more than communal hand-to-germ-to-
mouth zones.

7. Airplane bathrooms
When Gerba tested for microbes in the 
bathrooms of  commercial jets, he found 
surfaces from faucets to doorknobs to be 
contaminated with E. coli. It’s not surpris-
ing, then, that you’re 100 times more likely 
to catch a cold when you’re airborne, 
according to a recent study in the Jour-
nal of  Environmental Health Research. 
To protect yourself, try taking green tea 
supplements. In a 2007 study from the 
University of  Florida, people who took a 
450-milligram green tea supplement twice 
a day for 3 months had one-third fewer 
days of  cold symptoms. 

8. Doctor’s office
A doctor’s office is not the place to be if  
you’re trying to avoid germs. These tips 
can help limit your exposure:

1. Take your own books and magazines 
(and kid’s toys, if  you have your children 
or grandchildren with     you).

2. Also pack your own tissues and hand 
sanitizers, which should be at least 60% 
alcohol content.

3. In the waiting room, leave at least two 
chairs between you and the other patients 
to reduce your chances of  picking up their 
bugs. Germ droplets from coughing and 
sneezing can travel about 3 feet before fall-
ing to the floor.

The 8 Germiest 
Public Places
An average adult can touch as many as 30 objects within a minute, including 
germ-harboring, high-traffic surfaces such as light switches, doorknobs, phone 
receivers, and remote controls. At home, you do all that you can to keep the 
germs at bay. But what happens when you step out the door to go to dinner, 
do some grocery shopping, or visit the doctor’s office? Know where germs are 
most likely to lurk, as you’ll find out here.
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Every day, we expose our eyes to dust, 
sunlight and other environmental 
factors which may, over a period of  

time, affect our vision. Working profession-
als, in particular, should take extra care to 
combat the effect of  countless hours spent 
in front of  computers. Moreover, associ-
ated conditions like headache, concentra-
tion problems and vision related learning 
problems are causes for concern as well. To 
avoid this, it is important to follow some 
basic guidelines for maintaining eye health. 
Here they are...

Balanced diet: Maintaining a nutritious 
diet program packed with vital fruits and 
vegetables is a key factor in promoting good 
eye health. Use foods that have high levels 
of  vitamins A, C and E. Thus, consuming 
sufficient quantities of  carrots, broccoli and 
other vitamin-rich foods is highly recom-
mended. Apart from this, you can also 
opt for salmon which has high levels of  
omega-3 fatty acids - an essential nutrient 
for maintaining overall eye health.

Improve your immune system: Boost your 
immune system by avoiding adverse lifestyle 
habits like smoking or alcohol. A major side 
effect of  smoking is that it affects the blood 
circulation around the eyes. According to 
experts, frequent smoking is associated with 

increased incidence of  cataract, macular 
degeneration and optic nerve damage. Al-
though, moderate consumption of  alcohol 
does not affect the health of  your eyes, 
excessive drinking may lead to slow pupil 
reaction, blurred vision, double vision and 
reduced color vision.

Routine eye check: Besides improving 
your overall immune response and diet 
habits, it is mandatory to go for a com-
prehensive eye examination. Many times, 
we are not even aware of  any underlying 
eye condition and may attribute those 
frequent headaches to overwork or stress. 
Also, certain eye diseases like diabetic eye 
disease or age-associated macular degen-
eration do not have any warning signs and 
the only way to detect them is by undergo-
ing such eye tests.

Eye exercises: Surprised? Yes there are 
certain eye exercises that can help you 
improve your eye muscles and relieve stress. 
This is particularly important for those who 
suffer from eye strain problems associated 
with long working hours in front of  the 
computer. Computer Vision Syndrome can 
be treated with the help of  simple eye exer-
cises. Start by slowly opening your eyes and 
then moving them in all directions one at a 
time. Another technique involves opening 

your eyes and then looking to the left and 
up. Hold for two seconds and then close 
your eyes to relax. This can be repeated by 
looking to your right-down, right-up and 
left-down.

Know your family eye history: There are 
certain eye conditions that are hereditary. 
Thus, knowing your family history of  any 
eye disease or condition is a must to take 
precautionary measures and improve your 
eye health.

Protective eye wear: While perform-
ing any kind of  sports activity, make it a 
point to use protective goggles or eye wear. 
There are many safety shields and safety 
glasses that are specially designed to provide 
protection against any form of  sporting 
activities associated with eye injuries. Also, 
to protect your eyes from the harmful effect 
of  the sun’s ultraviolent radiations, you can 
use sunglasses and other forms of  protective 
shades.

Get enough rest: Like the rest of  your 
body, it is equally important to give proper 
rest to your eyes to prevent them from eye 
strain and fatigue. Refrain from spending 
unnecessary hours in front of  the computer 
or television screen.

Tips for maintaining 
eye health
One must follow a regular eye-care 
routine to maintain eye health and 
avoid infections or disorders.
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There are many different things 
that can cause headaches: Abrupt 
changes in your diet or an every-

day schedule like getting too much or too 
little sleep, stress, long working hours, or 
skipping a meal, a hangover from drinking, 
from watching TV in a dark room or from 
using the computer for a long time without 
taking breaks.

But having said that, what many people 
don’t realise is that most often a common 
headache is a symptom of  dehydration. 
Next to oxygen, water is most necessary for 
survival. We can go without food for almost 
two months, but without water only a few 
days. Most people have no idea how much 
water they should drink. In fact, many live 

in a dehydrated state. Water is the key to 
life on this planet and to your body. Just as 
earth is 70 per cent water and 30 per cent 
land, the human body is a miniature version 
of  it.

Dehydration is the loss of  water and 
electrolytes, such as sodium, chloride and 
potassium, which are necessary for the body 
to function and be healthy. The main cause 
of  dehydration is not drinking enough water 
to maintain healthy levels.

Headaches aren’t unhealthy by them-
selves, headaches are a sign that tell us that 
something is wrong, however our body does 
not always give straight and clear signals 
that tell us how to behave. When our body 
is dehydrating, we don’t always feel thirsty, 

and most often headaches is your body 
telling you to hydrate. Most adults require 
anywhere between two to five litres a day 
depending on their height and weight and 
depending on the type of  lifestyle they have.

It is important to keep sipping on water 
through the day, depending on your lifestyle 
you made need to increase or decrease 
water intake, however a minimum of  eight 
glasses a day is recommended for normal 
adults. Specially if  you have a headache, 
try and consciously drink water till the pain 
subsides. Try it... It works like a magic po-
tion. If  the headache persists despite hydrat-
ing enough, it is important to pay necessary 
attention and get to the bottom of  it at the 
earliest.

Please do not ignore this mail, it is very im-
portant. If  our & our Family’s Health is at 
a high stake, why should we trust such Big 
Brands, who play with our Health. Please 
read very slowly & try to understand the 
consequences we will go through. Take care 
of  your children for what they eat also

Sodium Laureth Sulfate (SLS)
Most Shampoos use a chemical called SLS 

which is actually a floor cleaner. They are used 
so as to produce more foam. Imagine what a 
floor cleaner can do to you hair and scalp. It will 
damage the very roots of your scalp.

Check out for SLS in toothpaste too!!! 
Use the ones which are free from this 

extremely harmful chemical.
Type in ‘SLS Free Shampoo’ or ‘SLS 

Free Toothpaste’ in Google.Com to get a list 
of  companies selling safe products

Avoid taking tablets containing Phenyl-
Propanol-Amide PPA, as it causes strokes, 
and such tablets are banned by FDA in U.S.

Cotton Ear Buds.... (Must read it)
Please do not show sympathy to people 

selling buds on roadside or at signals.....
Just wanted to warn you people not to 

buy those packs of  ear buds you get at the 
roadside. It’s made from cotton that has 
already been used in hospitals. 

They take all the dirty, blood and pus 
filled cotton, wash it, bleach it and use it 
to make ear buds. So, unless you want to 
become the first person in the world to get 
Herpes Zoster Oticus (a viral infection of  
the inner, middle, and external ear) of  the 
ear and that too from a cotton bud, DON’T 
BUY THEM!

Please forward to all. This may be helpful 
for someone..........

The truth about 
headaches
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A nd with advances in medical sci-
ence, you can greatly delay the 
signs of  ageing. Here are some 

skin facts and myths that you should be 
aware of... 

- Teens wanting blemish-free skin and fair-
ness with over-the-counter (OTC) products 
advertised by film stars must identify the need 
for using these products. Radiant and lustrous 
hair cannot be achieved using OTC products. 
Consult a dermatologist - use the products 
they give instead of fancy OTC products 
whose unsupervised, prolonged usage can 
lead to hyper-pigmentation. 

- The young woman just out of  her teens 
blessed with good hair and healthy skin 
needs to pay attention to what she eats, 
make sure she gets adequate sleep (seven to 
eight hours), exercise regularly and avoid 
taking stress. She must cleanse properly, 
moisturize and use an effective sunscreen. 

- What you put in your mouth is more 
important than what you put on your skin! 
If  your core is healthy, it will show on your 
face. Have a diet rich with Vitamin A and 
antioxidants, lots of  colored fruits and vege-
tables. Regular exercise improves circulation 
and blood supply, and flushes out toxins.

- Bad hair days exist. The weather can 
wreak havoc on your hair. Dry weather can 
make your hair frizzy, humidity can make 
it limp, stress can turn it oily. Products and 
treatments that don’t agree with you will 
also give you bad hair. So use only what 
suits you. 

- Stress increases cortisol levels and this 
over-activity of  the oil gland will make one 
prone to breakouts. Psychological problems 
can lead to acne. 

- Most skin problems if  identified and 
treated early can be reversible. 

- The ageing process depends on the 
genes, but in a woman, it is any time be-
tween the mid 20s to late 30s. 

- If  you get adequate sleep (the skin 
repairs and rejuvenates itself  when we’re 
asleep), eat the right diet, stay active and 
keep yourself  hydrated, you won’t regret it. 
Water retains moisture in the skin making it 

glow. Decrease stress levels and know your 
skin type (oily, dry, a combination, sensitive 
or mature skin) and use products accord-
ingly. Sunscreen will avoid blotchiness and 
dullness. Exfoliate your skin at least one a 
week. This will remove dead skin and help 
the moisturizer absorb better. 

- Men shouldn’t shy away from approach-
ing dermatologists for skin problems. Men 
have an added skin advantage - because 
shaving daily is an excellent exfoliating 
process. 

- All commercially sold beauty prod-
ucts are not harmful. If  made well and 
prescribed for a valid reason by an expert, 
they are beneficial; but certainly not when 
self-prescribed. 

- Continuous and long-term use of  make-
up does not damage the natural oils and 
texture of  the skin as long as the makeup is 
of  good quality, applied correctly, suitable 
for your skin type and removed properly. 

- Botox, fillers, wrinkle erasers, skin tight-
ening machines, laser and mild non-invasive 
treatments are a boon. 

- Women in their 20s want fairer skin. 
A woman in her 30s fears blotchy and 
dehydrated skin, pigmentation etc. By the 
time she is 40, she fears lines, crow’s feet, 
creases, deeper folds, wrinkles and sagging 
skin. Women in their 20s and 30s can start 
with microdermabrasion non-chemical 
peels, which remove dead, outer skin layers 
and delay the ageing process. As a woman 

ages, her dermatologist can tell her what she 
needs and doesn’t. A woman in her 40s may 
need to get rid of  wrinkles and folds near 
her nose and mouth and can opt for fillers 
and skin tightening. A woman in her 50s 
can go in for laser rejuvenation. This can 
erase 10 years off  her face.

- Dermatology and cosmetology are not 
the same. A dermatologist has done an 
in-depth study of  skin, skin care and its 
problems. A cosmetologist is an expert on 
cosmetic procedures. A dermatologist can 
treat external as well as internal skin prob-
lems - something that a cosmetologist can’t 
do. The skin is a mirror of  one’s internal 
system. It can indicate more problems than 
just advancing age. 

- Botox does not harm the body. What 
is injected is a purified toxin. It relaxes the 
muscle where it is injected and is an excel-
lent treatment for lines, creases, wrinkles, 
crow’s feet etc. 

- It is never too late to salvage your skin. 
There are several non-invasive treatments 
like chemical peels and hydra dermabrasion 
which rejuvenate the skin. Non-abrasive 
skin tightening machines can also help a 
great deal. 

- The world has become a smaller place, 
and is constantly brimming with great 
advances in medical science. Dermatologists 
update themselves by attending interna-
tional conferences and undergoing constant 
training. 

Skin facts you 
should know
Skin care is a tricky area. Your skin needs nourishment and 
care if  you want it to look radiant and healthy



 BEAUTIFUL ADVICE

1. Pray
2.  Go to bed on time.
3.  Get up on time so you can start the 

day unrushed.
4.  Say No to projects that won’t fit 

into your time schedule, or that will 
compromise your mental health. 

5.  Delegate tasks to capable others.
6.  Simplify and unclutter your life.
7.  Less is more. (Although one is 

often not enough, two are often too 
many.)

8.  Allow extra time to do things and to 
get to places. 

9.  Pace yourself. Spread out big 
changes and difficult projects over 
time; don’t lump the hard things all 
together.

10.  Take one day at a time.
11.  Separate worries from concerns. If a 

situation is a concern, find out what 

God would have you do and let go of 
the anxiety. If you can’t do anything 
about a situation, forget it.

12.  Live within your budget; don’t use 
credit cards for ordinary purchases. 

13.  Have backups; an extra car key in 
your wallet, an extra house key bur-
ied in the garden, extra stamps, etc.

14.  K.M.S. (Keep Mouth Shut). This 
single piece of advice can prevent an 
enormous amount of trouble.

15.  Do something for the Kid in You 
everyday. 

16.  Carry a spiritually enlightening book 
with you to read while waiting in 
line.

17.  Get enough rest.
18.  Eat right.
19.  Get organized so everything has its 

place. 
20. Listen to a tape while driving that can 

help improve your quality of life..

21.  Write down thoughts and inspira-
tions.

22.  Every day, find time to be alone.
23.  Having problems? Talk to God on 

the spot. Try to nip small problems 
in the bud. Don’t wait until it’s time 
to go to bed to try and pray.

24.  Make friends with Godly people. 

25.  Keep a folder of favorite scriptures 
on hand.

26.  Remember that the shortest bridge 
between despair and hope is often a 
good ‘Thank you GOD ..’

27.  Laugh.
28.  Laugh some more!
29.  Take your work seriously, but not 

yourself at all.
30.  Develop a forgiving attitude (most 

people are doing the best they can). 

31.  Be kind to unkind people (they prob-
ably need it the most).

32.  Sit on your ego.
33.  Talk less; listen more.
34.  Slow down.
35.  Remind yourself that you are not the 

general manager of the universe.
36.  Every night before bed, think of one 

thing you’re grateful for that you’ve 
never been grateful for before. 

GOD HAS A WAY OF TURNING THINGS 
AROUND FOR YOU. 
‘If  God is for us, who can be against us?’

Absolutely beautiful 
36 advices
An Angel says, ‘Never borrow from the future.  Ifyou worry about 
what may happen tomorrow and it doesn’t happen, you have 
worried in vain. Even if it does happen, you have to worry twice
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L et’s face it. Looking young forever 
is a secret desire that each one of  us 
nurtures. Unfortunately, you can’t 

do anything to stop the natural ageing proc-
ess, as whether you like it or not, wrinkles 
will show up, your skin will sag and sudden 
loss of  memory will happen! But here’s the 
good thing; there are ways to slow down or 
even reverse the ageing process through a 
proper diet, exercise and a positive attitude. 
This whole process involves a lot of  right 
decisions that can help one stay immune 
from ailments, and thereby lead a better 
quality of  life and in the process help one 
stay younger for a longer duration. Just 
imagine, a little change in your lifestyle 
choices, and the resolve to maintain a 
healthy regimen can keep your body at its 
best, making you look much younger than 
your actual age. Isn’t that marvelous?

1. You are what you eat
Our diet is one of  the key aspects that deter-
mine our overall health and appearance. A 
well-balanced diet with less sweet and more 
of  carbohydrates, fruits and vegetables will 
enhance your body’s normal functions. Di-
etician & nutritionist, Dr Sunita Dube sug-
gests, “Consume at least five cups of  fresh 
fruits and veggies like broccoli, carrots and 
oranges per day. Avoid red meat and eat fish 
like tuna, mackerel, and salmon regularly.” 
Cook food in vegetable oil such as ground-
nut oil to avoid the entry of  cholesterol as 
cholesterol causes other health ailments. 
Drink at least 8-10 glasses of  water in a day 
for proper hydration.

2. Befriend antioxidants
Antioxidants have a proven record of slowing 
down the ageing process. They help you look 
better, by dramatically reducing the more 

visible outward signs of ageing. The best anti-
oxidant foods are high fiber fruits, vegetables, 
whole grains, nuts, beans and seeds. There 
are also fruits like acai- berry, strawberries 
and pomegranates that you can eat. Habitual 
intake of green tea is a must. After all, green 
tea is the least processed and is very rich in 
nutrients. It is a potent antioxidant and detoxi-
fier, effective against ageing.

3. Lifestyle changes
Your lifestyle plays an important part 
in your well-being. If  you want to look 
younger than your actual age, you need to 
bring about some habitual changes, which 
include getting rid of  hazardous habits such 
as smoking, drinking and intake of  street 
drugs. Prolonged use of  these can make one 
look much older than their actual age. For 
example, smoking increases wrinkles, gaunt-
ness and leads to an off-color complexion. 
It ages our looks by reducing the flow of  
blood to the skin. You need to look after 
your entire body, which includes dental care 
as well. So pay a visit to your dentist regu-
larly. Massaging your body with essential 
herbal oils is also a good idea to try, in order 
to improve blood circulation. 

4. Exercise right
Exercise is one of  the best means to slow 
down the aging process. Your body needs 
to get active everyday and maintain its 
ideal weight, to prevent skin sagging. Make 
sure to exercise regularly for at least 30-40 
minutes everyday. Walking, running, cycling 
and swimming are good cardio exercises to 
eliminate overall body fat. Twice or thrice a 
week, alternate it with strength exercises to 
increase muscle mass and tighten the skin. 
Take a brisk walk for 20 minutes three or 
more days a week.

5. Skin deep
Start a skin care regime. Keeping it simple 
will maximize its benefits. Cleanse your face 
with a mild soap, moisturize it and if  you 
feel the need, include an anti-ageing cream. 
The sun is considered to have a major effect 
on the premature ageing of  skin, so never 
step out in the sun, without using a good 
sunscreen. 

6. Don’t worry, be happy 
It’s common knowledge that stress accel-
erates the ageing process, hence, man-
aging your stress levels is important to 
look young. When we stress, we lose our 
body’s natural balance, which causes dam-
age to hormone secretion, cell repair, and 
collagen production. When the body is 
exposed to stress constantly, the hormones 
speed up brain ageing. So instead of  wor-
rying all the time, practice some relaxing 
techniques or learn to enjoy life to the 
fullest by indulging in pleasurable activi-
ties such as dancing, listening to music, 
reading, writing etc.

7. Stimulate your grey cells
Did you know, brain stimulating games 
slow down ageing? Are you wondering how 
to keep your mind young? Well, there are 
hosts of  mentally stimulating brain games to 
keep your mind active. These help the brain 
to focus, increase attention span, memory, 
and language skills. Mental games that 
require, quick reaction time, problem solv-
ing, and spatial reasoning will help improve 
your memory and your attention span. 
While most people just take mental decline 
as a consequence of  getting older, we don’t 
have to accept it as inevitable because there 
are many things you can do to keep your 
mind young.

7Anti Ageing 
Strategies
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Five foods to beat 
the blues
We all go through periods of  

feeling anxious, irritable or 
depressed. However, there are 

many things you can do to help boost your 
mood. The foods you eat can directly influ-
ence the way you feel, so check out these 
top five foods to beat the blues.

1) Marmite

If  you’re feeling anxious, stressed or de-
pressed, a dose of  B vitamins could help to 
lift your mood. B vitamins are important 
for normal brain function and producing 
mood-boosting serotonin, with vitamins 
B12 and B6 being particularly beneficial for 
regulating your mood. To up your intake 
of  B vitamins, try snacking on Marmite on 
wholegrain toast. As Marmite is fortified 
with vitamin B12, this is a particularly good 
choice of  food for vegans and vegetarians 
who may struggle to get their recommended 
intake.

2) Oily fish

Omega-3 fatty acids found in oily fish are 
well known for being good for the heart.  
However, they are equally beneficial for 
our brain health and mood. A study by re-

searchers from the University Of  Pittsburgh 
School Of  Medicine found that participants 
who had lower levels of  omega-3 fatty 
acids in their blood were more likely to be 
moderately depressed and have a negative 
outlook. Furthermore, a study has found 
surprisingly low rates of  seasonal affective 
disorder in Icelanders, where the diet is 
high in omega-3 rich fish.  To follow in their 
footsteps and help ward off  the blues, try 
eating two portions of  oily fish a week, or 
up to four for men.

3) Chocolate

Many people find themselves reaching for 
chocolate to ease a bad mood, and this 
could in fact be no bad thing. Research has 
shown that chocolate contains many chemi-
cals which can help beat the blues, including 
relaxing magnesium, calming anandamide 
and pleasure-inducing phenylethylamine. To 
up the mood-boosting benefits further, try 
snacking on chocolate-dipped strawberries 
for a healthy treat. 

Strawberries are not only a good source 
of  vitamin C, which helps in the production 
of  endorphins, but they are high in mood-
enhancing flavonoids too.

4) Bananas
Bananas are high in natural sugars, mak-
ing them a great remedy for low energy 
levels which can leave you feeling down. 
On top of  this they are packed with 
mood-lifting nutrients to help put a smile 
on your face. Bananas are a great source 
of  tryptophan, an essential amino acid 

which boosts serotonin levels, helping to 
regulate your mood. Furthermore, they 
are rich in magnesium, which can help 
you to relax and vitamin B6, which can 
help to relieve depression.

5) Nuts

Walnuts are the perfect good-mood food, 
offering the combined mood-boosting 
properties of  omega-3 fatty acids, vitamin 
B6 and tryptophan. The nuts are also a 
good source of  folate (vitamin B9); the 
deficiency of  which has been linked to de-
pression. As well as snacking on walnuts, 
another good nut to add into your diet is 
the Brazil. Brazil nuts are an extremely 
rich source of  the mineral selenium, with 
research suggesting that just one Brazil 
nut a day can provide you with your rec-
ommended daily intake. As low levels of  
selenium can lead to depression, irritabil-
ity and anxiety, snacking on Brazils could 
be the perfect healthy way to boost your 
mood.



 BREWING

Here are some statistics for the Year 1911:
The average life expectancy for men was 47 
years.  
Fuel for this car was sold in drug stores 
only.
Only 14 percent of  the homes had a bath-
tub.
Only 8 percent of  the homes had a tel-
ephone.
There were only 8,000 cars and only 144 
miles of  paved roads.
The maximum speed limit in most cities 
was 10 mph.
The tallest structure in the world was the 
Eiffel Tower!
The average US wage in 1910 was 22 cents 
per hour.
The average US worker made between $200 
and $400 per year.
A competent accountant could expect to 
earn $2000 per year, A dentist $2,500 per 
year, a veterinarian between $1,500 and 
$4,000 per year, and a mechanical engineer 
about $5,000 per year.
More than 95 percent of  all births took 

place at home.
Ninety percent of  all Doctors had NO 

COLLEGE EDUCATION! Instead, they 
attended so-called medical schools, many of  
which were condemned in the press AND 
the government as substandard.

Sugar cost four cents a pound.
Eggs were fourteen cents a dozen.
Coffee was fifteen cents a pound.
Most women only washed their hair once 

a month, and used Borax or egg yolks for 
shampoo.

Canada passed a law that prohibited poor 
people from entering into their country for 
any reason.

The Five leading causes of 
death were:

1. Pneumonia and influenza
2. Tuberculosis
3. Diarrhea
4. Heart disease
5. Stroke
The American flag had 45 stars.

The population of  Las Vegas, Nevada, 
was only 30!!! 

Crossword puzzles, canned beer, and iced 
tea hadn’t been invented yet. 

There was neither a Mother’s Day nor a 
Father’s Day.

Two out of  every 10 adults couldn’t read 
or write and only 6 percent of  all Americans 
had graduated from high school.

Marijuana, heroin, and morphine were all 
available over the counter at the local corner 
drugstores. 

Back then pharmacists said, Heroin clears 
the complexion, gives buoyancy to the 
mind, Regulates the stomach and bowels, 
and is, in fact, a perfect guardian of  health!” 
( Shocking? )

Eighteen percent of  households had at 
least one full-time servant or domestic help.

There were about 230 reported murders 
in the ENTIRE U.S.A.! And there was no 
gun control and everyone had a gun.

Try to imagine what it may be like in 
another 100 years. Amazing!!!

The year is 1911 - Only one 
hundred years ago. What a 
difference a century makes!

This will boggle your mind, I know it did mine!
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 THE TURNING POINT

It was my 60th birthday. The day went 
by as usual but in the evening as I 
stepped out of  my room I was surprised 

to see my children and grand children 
excitedly gathering in the living room. They 
showered me with gifts, cards and flowers 
as I sat a bit dazed. Sixty years! That’s quite 
a long time to be around. When I retired 
to my room at night a sense of  nostalgia 
seemed to seize my heart. 

Although moved by the loving gesture 
of  my family, I felt strangely sad for all the 
years that had flown by and the time that 
would never come back; for the loving faces 
that were once an integral part of  my life 
but had long since left for their heavenly 
abode; for the opportunities in life which 
either did not come my way or were missed. 
So much water had passed under the bridge. 
Sad I definitely felt but thankfully there 
was no remorse, no wish to go back and 
do things all over again. I was content with 
my life and satisfied with whatever it had 
dished out to me.

As a child I would look up in awe at 
my 30 plus mother and wonder how old 
she must be feeling. At that time, 30 years 
seemed a far way off. But when I reached 
that age, I laughed at my self  as I remem-
bered my feelings for my mother because 
at 30 I felt young, strong and full of  life. I 
realized that in her 30s, my Mom must have 
felt the same. Abhee tou mein jawan hoon.. 
I would often hum to my self, but I strongly 
doubted whether I would manage to live to 
60. Thirty more years felt too far away.

Years fly and life moves on! Here I am 
at 60 plus, in fairly good healthy except for 
normal age related problems like arthritis 
and insomnia. Living in an extended family 
with my married sons, I categorically refuse 
to take the golden hand shake, trying to 
remain as active as possible. Although each 
passing year does take its toll, I consider 
each day I can carry out my daily chores a 
blessing, each additional year a bonus. As 
Maurice Chevalier says, “A comfortable 
old age is the reward of  a well spent youth. 
Instead of  its bringing sad melancholy 
prospects of  decay, it would give us hopes 
of  eternal youth in a better world.”

What do women usually feel when they 
reach this landmark in life? Rehana sounded 
sad, “I spent the prime of  my life working 
endless hours, giving tuitions to supplement 
my husband’s income, because we wanted 
to give quality education to our two sons. I 
looked forward to the time when my sons 
would get good jobs and I would sit back 
and relax. But all my dreams remained un-
fulfilled. My sons migrated abroad in search 
of  greener pastures. Now that we are old, I 
and my husband feel lonely and let down. 
The sons come every two or three years 
with their families and send lots of  money 
but can this make up for their absence in 
our day to day life?”

Shireen has other complaints, “After 
retirement, I really miss the busy days when 
there was so much to do. Trying to create 
a perfect balance between my job, children, 
household chores and personal life, I often 

thought 24 hours were not enough for a day. 
Now I sometimes don’t know how to spend 
my time. Praying, reading and gardening 
are some of  the activities that keep me busy 
things I had always wanted to do but never 
had enough time for. Maybe this is one of  
the advantages of  being old.”

Reema sounded very practical. “At this 
age there is so much to look back on, but 
not much to look forward to. With advanc-
ing years, I expect a far less active life, failing 
health and the inevitable end. But I have a 
rich pat and feel that I have led a full life; so 
when the end comes I shall be content to slip 
away peacefully. I do not regret my life and 
believe that it is a privilege to have lived all 
these years.” When asked, a relatively young 
friend said with a naughty smile, “I have yet 
to reach 60 to understand what you are feeling 
but it reminds me of my father who lived to 
be 80 plus. Whenever any one asked his age 
he would always say, “I am 50/60/70 years 
young’. He never used the word ‘old’ for 
himself and he died young at heart.”

I totally agree with this frame of  mind. 
With so much more to do, so many stones 
unturned and goals yet to achieve, I have no 
time to feel old, sick or at the end of  life at 
60. According to Sophia Lauren, “There is 
a fountain of  youth: it is your mind, your 
talents, the creativity you bring to your life 
and the lives of  people you love. When you 
learn to tap this source, you will truly have 
defeated age.” The numbers of  years I have 
lived do not matter. I shall only grow old 
when I desert my ideals. 

Sweet Sixty



 ON MORALS

1. Respect and honor all human beings ir-
respective of  their religion, color, race, 
sex, language, status, property, birth, 
profession/job and so on [17/70]

2. Talk straight, to the point, without any 
ambiguity or deception [33/70]

3. Choose best words to speak and say 
them in the best possible way [17/53, 
2/83]

4. Do not shout. Speak politely keeping 
your voice low. [31/19]

5. Always speak the truth. Shun words 
that are deceitful and ostentatious 
[22/30]

6. Do not confound truth with falsehood 
[2/42]

7. Say with your mouth what is in your 
heart [3/167]

8. Speak in a civilized manner in a lan-
guage that is recognized by the society 
and is commonly used [4/5]

9. When you voice an opinion, be just, 
even if  it is against a relative [6/152]

10. Do not be a bragging boaster [31/18]
11. Do not talk, listen or do anything vain 

[23/3, 28/55]
12. Do not participate in any paltry. If  you 

pass near a futile play, then pass by 
with dignity [25/72]

13. Do not verge upon any immodesty 
or lewdness whether surreptitious or 
overt [6/151].

14. If, unintentionally, any misconduct 
occurs by you, then correct yourself  
expeditiously [3/134].

15. Do not be contemptuous or arrogant 
with people [31/18]

16. Do not walk haughtily or with conceit 
[17/37, 31/18]

17. Be moderate in thy pace [31/19]
18. Walk with humility and sedateness 

[25/63]
19. Keep your gazes lowered devoid of  

any lecherous leers and salacious 
stares [24/30-31, 40/19].

20. If  you do not have complete knowl-
edge about anything, better keep your 
mouth shut. You might think that 
speaking about something without 
full knowledge is a trivial matter. But 
it might have grave consequences 

[24/15-16]
21. When you hear something malicious 

about someone, keep a favorable view 
about him/her until you attain full 
knowledge about the matter. Consider 
others innocent until they are proven 
guilty with solid and truthful evidence 
[24/12-13]

22. Ascertain the truth of  any news, lest 
you smite someone in ignorance and 
afterwards repent of  what you did 
[49/6]

23. Do not follow blindly any information 
of  which you have no direct knowl-
edge. (Using your faculties of  percep-
tion and conception) you must verify 
it for yourself. In the Court of  your 
Lord, you will be held accountable for 
your hearing, sight, and the faculty of  
reasoning [17/36].

24. Never think that you have reached the 
final stage of  knowledge and nobody 
knows more than yourself. Remember! 
Above everyone endowed with knowl-
edge is another endowed with more 
knowledge [12/76]. Even the Prophet 
[PBUH] was asked to keep praying, 
“O My sustainer! Advance me in 
knowledge.” [20:114]

25. The believers are but a single Broth-
erhood. Live like members of  one 
family, brothers and sisters unto one 
another [49/10].

26. Do not make mockery of  others or 
ridicule others [49/11]

27. Do not defame others [49/11]
28. Do not insult others by nicknames 

[49/11]
29. Avoid suspicion and guesswork. Suspi-

cion and guesswork might deplete your 
communal energy [49/12]

30. Spy not upon one another [49/12]
31. Do not backbite one another [49/12]
32. When you meet each other, offer good 

wishes and blessings for safety. One 
who conveys to you a message of safety 
and security and also when a courteous 
greeting is offered to you, meet it with a 
greeting still more courteous or (at least) 
of equal courtesy [4/86]

33. When you enter your own home or the 

home of  somebody else, compliment 
the inmates [24/61]

34. Do not enter houses other than your 
own until you have sought permis-
sion; and then greet the inmates and 
wish them a life of  blessing, purity and 
pleasure [24/27]

35. Treat kindly -Your parents-Relatives-
The orphans-And those who have been 
left alone in the society [4/36]

36. Take care of  -The needy,-The disabled-
Those whose hard earned income is 
insufficient to meet their needs-And 
those whose businesses have stalled 
-And those who have lost their jobs. 
[4/36]

37. Treat kindly -Your related neighbors, 
and unrelated neighbours-Companions 
by your side in public gatherings, or 
public transportation. [4/36]

38. Be generous to the needy wayfarer, the 
homeless son of  the street, and the one 
who reaches you in a destitute condi-
tion [4/36]

39. Be nice to people who work under 
your care. [4/36]

40. Do not follow up what you have given 
to others to afflict them with reminders 
of  your generosity [2/262].

41. Do not expect a return for your good 
behavior, not even thanks [76/9]

42. Cooperate with one another in good 
deeds and do not cooperate with oth-
ers in evil and bad matters [5/2]

43. Do no try to impress people on 
account of  self-proclaimed virtues 
[53/32]

44. You should enjoin right conduct on 
others but mend your own ways first. 
Actions speak louder than words. You 
must first practice good deeds yourself, 
then preach [2/44]

45. Correct yourself  and your families first 
[before trying to correct others] [66/6]

46. Pardon gracefully if  anyone among 
you who commits a bad deed out 
of  ignorance, and then repents and 
amends [6/54, 3/134]

47. Divert and sublimate your anger 
and potentially virulent emotions to 
creative energy, and become a source 

Sixty lessons derived from 
the verses of glorious quran 
to improve self behavior
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Love him…
Love him… when he “forgets” that special occasion. For him moment with you is special so he does not need an occasion.
Love him… when he comes late from the Musjid. He wants to make sure he is early with you in Jannah (Paradise).
Love him… when he admonishes you to don the hijaab. He wants to be sure you enshrouded by Allah’s Mercy when you leave the home.
Love him… when he is jealous. Out of  all the women he could have, he chose you to be his wife!
Love him... when he is working till late. At least he comes home and you still get to sleep and wake up in his loving and caring arms.
Love him… when he has annoying little habits that drives you nuts. You have them too (and maybe more)
Love him… when does not praise your cooking. He told you as newlyweds that yours was indeed always the best.
Love him… when he looks dishevelled. He was more busy caring for the family than grooming himself. By the way he is cute!
Love him… when he does not help in the home. He is out earning a halaal (pure) income for the family.
Love him… when he does not reply to your questions. He does not want to hurt your feelings or is absorbed in thinking about your welfare.
Love him… when he looks beautiful. He’s yours to appreciate!
Love him… when he goes out in the Path of  Allah. He is preparing a blissful eternal home for you in Jannah.
Love him… when he does not comment when you get angry. He is a good listener.
Love him… when he buys you gifts you don’t like. Smile and tell him it’s what you’ve always wanted. He took the time and money out 
just for you!
Love him… when he has developed a bad habit. You have many more and with wisdom and politeness you have all the time to help him 
change.
Love him… when he is irritable and moody. Buy chocolates, massage his head and feet and just chat to him. He will become your slave!
Love him… when whatever you do is not pleasing. It’s like a storm; it happens and will soon pass by.
Love him… when he drives so fast. He only wants you to be there in time.
Love him… when he extends his period of  rest. He is re-charging himself  to serve you the best.
Love him… when he forgets to say “I love you”. He actually shows his love in many other ways.
Love him… when he forgets to buy the bread or milk. He was rushing home to be with you.
Love him… when he does not give you a chance to talk. He just knows what is in your heart and what it is you want to say.
Love him… when he “demands” respect. After all he is the head of  the house.
Love him… when he shouts the kids. He only wants to ensure they are corrected and have a good moral upbringing.
Love him… he is yours. You don’t need any other special reason!!!!
All this forms part of  a man’s character. Your Husband is part of  your life and should be treated as the King!.
Almighty Allah Ta’ala says:
“ And among His Signs is this, that He created for you mates from among yourselves, that you may dwell in tranquillity with them, and 
He has put love and mercy between your (hearts)…” (Qur’an 30:21) 
The Messenger of  Allah (peace be upon him) is reported to have said:
‘Any woman who dies, and her husband is pleased with her, will enter Paradise.’”(Hadith-Ibn Majah) 
“If  a woman prays her five daily prayers, fasts her month (of  Ramadan), obeys her husband and guards her chastity, then it will be said to 
her: ‘Enter Paradise by whichever of  its gates you wish.”(Hadith-Ahmad and al-Tabarani) 
“Pay attention to how you treat him (husband), for he is your Paradise and your Hell.”(Hadith-Ahmad and al-Nisa’i) 
“No human being is permitted to prostrate to another, but if  this were permitted I would have ordered wives to prostrate to their husbands, 
because of  the greatness of  the rights they have over them.”(Hadith: Ahmad and al-Bazzar)
Don’t wait for that special occasion, take time NOW to make him feel Special in Every Way! Just give him a HUGE HUG and if  he asks 
why then say: “ It’s just because you are so SPECIAL…”
Source: www.eislam.co.za
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of  tranquility and comfort to people 
[3/134]

48. Call people to the Way of  your Lord 
with wisdom and beautiful exhorta-
tion. Reason with them most decently 
[16/125] 

49. Leave to themselves those who do 
not give any importance to the Divine 
code and have adopted and consider it 
as mere play and amusement [6/70]

50. Sit not in the company of  those who 
ridicule Divine Law unless they engage 
in some other conversation [4/140]

51. Do not be jealous of  those who are 
blessed [4/54]

52. In your collective life, make rooms for 
others [58/11]

53. When invited to dine, go at the ap-
pointed time. Do not arrive too early 
to wait for the preparation of  meal or 
linger after eating to engage in bootless 
babble. Such things may cause incon-
venience to the host [33/53]

54. Eat and drink [what is lawful] in mod-
eration [7/31].

55. Do not squander your wealth sense-
lessly [17/26]

56. Fulfill your promises and commit-
ments [17/34]

57. Keep yourself  clean, pure [9/108, 
4/43, 5/6].

58. Dress-up in agreeable attire and adorn 
yourself  with exquisite character from 
inside out [7/26]

59. Seek your provision only by fair en-
deavor [29/17, 2/188]

60. Do not devour the wealth and property 
of  others unjustly, nor bribe the offi-
cials or the judges to deprive others of  
their possessions [2/188]

Note: The above points are some of  the 
lessons learnt from Quran that apply 
to our general living. In the end, the 
verses of  Quran from which the lesson 
is drawn is given. 

The points above may not be word by 
word translations of  Quranic verses. May 
Almighty Allah keep us all under His pro-
tection & guidance and enable us to read, 
understand & follow the Quran. 
Aameen
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